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ABSTRACT 

Optical modulators based on the quanturn-confïned Srark effect (QCSE) were 

fabricated from strained InAsPflnP and strain-compensated InAsPhGaP epitavial layers 

grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy. An accurate measurement of the well 

width, barrier width, state of strain and ternary alloy compositions was performed using 

a combination of high-tesolution a-ray diffraction rocking curves and transmission 

electron microscopy. The series contained samples with both coherently strained, and 

partially relaved multi-layers. Strain relaxation in the 1nAsPh.P series occurred 

exclusively via misfit dislocations localized to the outer interfaces of the multiple 

quantum well stack (MQWS). Strain relaxation in the InAsPhGaP series occurred 

pnmarily via strain-induced growth instabilities. as reported by P. Desjardins et al. [J. 

Appl. Phys. 81, 350 1 (1 997)l. The heterojunction band discontinuities were determined 

by fitting the energy positions of the optical absorption peaks. measured at low and roorn 

temperature. with those computed using the Martin-Bastard band structure mode1 for 

strained-layer superlanices. Consistent with the resuits of M. Beaudoin et al. [Phys. 

Rev. B 53, 1990 (199611, the conduction band discontinuities were found to be linear in 

the As composition for the inAsP/InP sarnples (7.56 f 0.08 meV per As % in the InAsP 

iayer). 

The electric field-dependent redshift of the n = 1 electron-heavy hole transition 

was measured by a photocurrent method and observed to be significantly enhanced in 



structures with lower valence band barrier heights. This led to a more general 

observation that strategies designed to optimize the performance of the MQWS in QCSE 

devices can be derived from the fact that the effective rnass of the active quantum well 

material in III-V semiconductors is significantly smaller in the conduction band than that 

in the valence band. A detailed anaiysis and discussion of the device physics for the 

QCSE based upon barrier height and band alignrnent considerations was conducted. It 

concluded the following two key principles for designing the band structure of the 

MQWS. 

1. A counterbalance relationship between maximum optical modulation depth and 

minimum dive  field is implicit in the mechanics of the QCSE As a result of this 

trade-off, it is not possible to optimize one independently of the other. 

2. A strong asymmetry in the field response of the conduction and valence barid 

eigenstates is due directly to the asymmetry of the conduction and valence band 

effective masses. Because of this, the mêuimum optical modulation depth per unit 

applied electric field is obtained by designing the multi-quantum well stack with a 

disproportionately large conduction band offset to match the effective mass 

asymmetry and balance the field-induced wave fùnction leakage at the conduction 

band to that at the valence band. 



The relative wave function leakage between conduction and valence bands was 

exarnined by comparing their respective tunnel currents through the quantum well 

barriers as a function of elecaic field and barrier height. When the conduction and 

valence band effective masses are respectively 0.055mo and O.jmu, we found that a 

balanced. optimal design requires a conduction band discontinuity 3-9 times larger than 

the valence band discontinuity. Applying the design principles to high-speed, low drive 

voltage optical modulators concludes that the overall performance may be improved by 

using designs that incorporate a combination of balanced band alignrnents and valence 

band barriers lower than 60 - 100 meV. Low valence band barriers reduce the drive field 

required to operate the devices. which c m  improve the overall performance by 

permitting a lower drive voltage andor wider diode junction with larger active volume, 

lower capacitance. lower propagation losses and improved optical coupling. The 

systems of strain-compensated InAsPIInGaAsP and nearly lanice-matched 

InGaAslInAlGaAs growe on InP(001) are identified as two promising candidates for 

optimal heterostructures operating in the 1.3-1.55 pm range for optical 

te~ecornmunications. 

A simple mode1 was developed to conduct a brief investigation and review of 

theoretical and experimental results in the literature on the use of quantum wells to 

enhance the detailed balance efficiency limit for solar energy conversion. We conclude 

that practical efficiency enhancements, if they exist, are very small. 
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CONDENSÉ EN FRANÇAIS 

Les progrès accomplis durant les dernières décennies dans le domaine de la 

science et de la technologie des couches minces semiconductrices ont fortement 

contribué à promouvoir la révolution actuelle qui se déroule dans le domaine des 

technologies de l'information et des télécommunications ultra-rapides a longue distance. 

Les nouveaux développements dans cette branche d'activité sont à suivre de près p o u  

l'influence qu'ils risquent d'exercer sur l'avenir à l'échelle mondiale. 

La majorité des activités dans le domaine des semiconducteurs est concentrée sur 

le silicium. matériau qui combine une fabuleuse manufacturabilité et un faible coût. 

Mais le silicium est pour l'instant inapproprié pour des applications d'électronique ultra- 

rapide ou d'optoélectronique. D'autre part, les semi-conducteurs composés III-V 

possèdent des propriétés intrinsèques (haute mobilité. gap direct, possibilité de faire 

varier la largeur du gap en changeant la composition de l'alliage, etc.) qui conviennent 

parfaitement à de telles applications: toutefois. de sérieux problèmes technologiques 

associés à ces matériaux ralentissent la fabrication et la cornrnerciaIisation à grande 

échelle de dispositifs complexes qui les utilisent. Cependant, dans certains secteurs ou il 

n'existe pas de matériaux de remplacement, comme celui des télécommunications par 

fibre optique, et pou. les applications militaires ou spatiales, d'importantes avancées 

technologiques ont permis la commercialisation de dispositifs à base de matenaux III-V. 
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Dans ce contexte, je présente une étude sur les principales étapes de conception 

et de fabrication d'un dispositif basé sur des matériaux 1114. 11 s'agit d'un modulateur 

optique à électro-absorption qui fonctionne sur le principe de l'effet Stark à confinement 

quantique (ESCQ). Il est constitué d'une région active non intentionnellement dopée, 

formée par des multi-puits quantiques (MPQ) dl[nAsP/lnP ou d'in.AsP/InGaP, prise en 

sandwich entre une couche d'InP de type p et une autre de type n (diode p-Ln). Les 

étapes de fabrication de ce dispositif optoélectronique sont les suivantes: 

a) la croissance des multi-couches contraintes par ipitaxie en phase vapeur aux 

organométalliques. 

b) la caractérisation structurale et optique de ces multi-couches. 

c) la fabrication de photodiodes p-i-n, 

d) la caractérisation électrique et électro-optique des photodiodes. et 

e) l'analyse des performances des photodiodes en fonction de la structure des couches 

et l'optimisation des prochains dispositifs à fabriquer via l'ingéniérie des alignements 

de bandes. 

Le spectre d'absorption optique aux abords de la bande interdite d'une stmcnire à 

MPQ differe de celui du matériau en volume. De plus, ce spectre peut être modifié 

considérablement par l'application d'un champ électrique externe. En effet, le potentiel 



de confinement d'un puit quantique permet la formation stable, à la température 

ambiante, de systèmes constitués d'un électron et d'un trou faiblement liés par la force 

d'attraction coulombieme, appelés excitons. Ces systèmes excitoniques ont un 

comportement similaire à celui de l'atome d'hydrogène mais avec une énergie de liaison 

beaucoup plus faible (de l'ordre de 5 a 10 meV). Leur présence ajoute des résonances 

quasi-atomiques ayant des forces d'oscillateur importantes dans le spectre d'absorption 

optique du matériau, à des Çnergies voisines, mais légèrement inférieures à celle du gap 

du puit quantique. L'application d'un champ électrique dans la direction normale au puit 

quantique produit simultanément les deux effets suivants: 

1. Les niveaux d'énergie du puit dans la bande de conduction (BC) et la bande de 

valence (BV) se déplacent vers le rouge. avec pour conséquence un déplacement de 

l'énergie fondamentale de la transition optique vers le rouge; 

2. Les états propres dans les deux bandes se polarisent. ce qui a pour conséquence 

d'élargir et finalement de faire disparaître la résonnance d'absorption (étalement. 

puis exctinction du pic excitonique). 

Toutefois, le potentiel de confinement du puit quantique a tendance a retarder 

l'extinction de la résonnance et permet d'observer un déplacement appréciable de 

l'énergie de transition avant que l'élargissement du pic excitonique ne devienne trop 

important. Ce mécanisme donne la possibilité d'induire d'importants changements dans 



l'absorption optique (profondeur de modulation) du matériau à I'aide d'un champ 

électrique. Il est appelé effet Stark à confinement quantique. Ainsi, lorsqu'on insère des 

MPQ dans la zone intrinsèque d'une diode p-i-n, celle-ci constitue, une fois polarisée en 

inverse, un modulateur optique très efficace dont la modulation est facilement controlée 

par la tension appliquée à ses bornes. En polarisation inverse, la diode se comporte du 

point de vue électrique comme un simple condensateur dont la capacité dépend des 

dimensions linéaires. En principe, les dimensions du modulateur peuvent être choisies 

de telle façon que la limite supérieure de modulation puisse atteindre des fréquences 

dans la gamme du térahertz. De plus. la fabrication de ces modulateurs est 

technologiquement compatible avec celle des lasers à semiconducteurs qui émettent dans 

I'infia-rouge. Ainsi, l'intégration monolithique de modulateurs à ESCQ avec des lasers à 

semiconducteurs produirait un dispositif dont les performances seraient à ['avant-garde 

en terme de systèmes ultra-rapides de télécommunication à longue distance. 

La partie expérimentale de cette thèse comprend la fabrication et la 

caractérisation de deux séries de modulateurs optiques basés sur des multi-couches 

contraintes d'InAsP1InP et d'InAsP/InGaP. La croissance épitaxiale de ces couches 

présente plusieurs défis technologiques, dont celui du contrôle de la relaxation de la 

contrainte élastique entre les couches déposées et le substrat. La caractérisation de ces 

multi-couches a été réalisée à l'aide de plusieurs techniques complémentaires les unes 

des autres, dont: la difiaction des rayons X à haute résolution, la microscopie 



électronique en transmission et les mesures d'absorption optique et de 

photoluminescence. Ces caractérisations structurales et optiques ont permis de 

déterminer les épaisseurs, les compositions et l'état de relaxation des différentes couches 

ainsi que Ir: schéma d'alignement des bandes d'énergie entre les différents matériaux qui 

constituent ces hétérostnictures. 

La fabrication des photodiodes p-i(MPQ)-n a débuté avec la définition de 

structures 'mésas' pour I'isolation électrique. On a tout d'abord utilisé la 

photolithographie avec le masque en contact avec l'échantillon pour définir les motifs, 

puis a suivi une gravure chimique à travers les couches épitaxiales jusqutau substrat. à 

l'aide des solutions d'attaque HC1:CH3COOH:H20r ou HCl:H3P04:H20r. Nous avons 

obtenu un taux de gravure adéquat et une bonne morphologie de ItInP. de I'InAsP et de 

I'InGaP après gravure. Toutefois. on a eu à faire face à des problèmes reliés au contrôle 

du taux de gravure, a la sur-gravure dans les directions latérales en-dessous des bords du 

masque et à la reproductibilité. Ces problèmes peuvent être attribués directement à la 

réaction exothermique entre l'acide chlorhydrique et le peroxyde d'hydrogène, une 

réaction qui contribue à élever la température de la solution et à produire une 

accumulation de chlore gazeux en solution. On a aussi observé que la qualité du 

peroxyde d'hydrogène avait un effet prononcé sur la reproductibilité du taux de gravure. 

Ce type de gravure étant anisotrope. on a dû prendre soin de bien aligner les bords du 

masque suivant l'une des directions cristallographiques afin d'obtenir les motifs 
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recherchés. Après avoir défini les structures 'mésas', on a réalisé les contacts électriques 

vers les couches d'InP en métallisant à l'aide des alliages Au-13%wt.Ge-S%wt.Ni (sur le 

type n) et Au-lO%wt.Zn (sur le type p). Les motifs pour les contacts électriques ont 

d'abord été transférés sur les échantillons @ce à :a technique dite de "lift-off', ou les 

alliages étaient déposés par évaporation thermique. Après la déposition, les échantillons 

ont subi des recuits thermiques rapides (RTR) dans le but d'améliorer I'ohmicité et la 

résistance des contacts. D'excellents contacts ohmiques ont été produits avec des 

couches de 100 à 300 nm d'Au-lZ%wt.Ge et Au-lî%wt.Ge-j%wt.Ni sur l'lnP de type n. 

Ces contacts étaient en général ohmiques avant même le traitement par RTR. Les 

meilleurs contacts sur I'InP de type p ont plutôt été fabriqués à l'aide d'une déposition en 

séquence de 5 nm Au/ 20 nm Zn / 100 à 300 nrn Au, ceci étant suivi par de courts 

traitements par RTR. Ils ont exhibité un comportement hybride, à mi-chemin entre le 

contact ohrnique pur et le contact Schottky additionné de courants de fuite en 

polarisation inverse. Ils avaient en moyenne des résistances de deux ordres de grandeur 

plus elevées que celles des contacts sur n-W. On a conclu que la pénétration rapide et 

en profondeur des métaux dans les couches épitaxiales donnait comme résultat un 

mélange des composés métalliques et semiconducteurs qui nuisait a la reproductibilité 

des contacts. Cependant, de courts traitements par RTR à faible température ont produit 

des résultats suffisamment satisfaisants sur ces contacts pour nous permettre de 

poursuivre. 



On a alors effectué sur ces photodiodes des mesures d'absorption optique en 

fonction du champ électrique par la technique de détection du courant de photo- 

absorption. On a noté une diminution du champ d'opération pour les modulateurs dont 

la discontinuité à la BV est faible. Ce qui a mis en évidence le rôle primordial que joue 

l'alignement des bandes dans l'optimisation des performances des hétérostructures ii 

MPQ basé sur I'ESCQ. 

On 2 remarqué que, pour tout dispositif fonctionnant sur le principe de I'ESCQ, 

un compromis doit être fait entre le déplacement en énergie et la polarisation des états 

propres du puit quantique induite par le champ électrique. L'absorption optique aux 

abords de la bande interdite est déterminée par l'effet du champ électrique sur les 

niveaux fondamentaux dans la BC et la BV. Les niveaux plus proches du fond du puit 

suivent plus étroitement les contours du puit déformés par le champ. Ils sont donc plus 

sensibles au champ électrique. Dans le cas général où les matériaux sont des alliages de 

composés 1114. le niveau fondamental de la BV est nettement plus près du fond du puit 

que celui de la BC puisque la masse effective des trous est bien supérieure à celle des 

électrons. La composante de la BV apporte alors la contribution dominante au 

déplacement total de l'énergie de la transition optique. L'extinction de la résonnance 

excitonique peut être modélisée par la délocalisation des fonctions d'ondes due à la 

transmission par effet tunnel ( E T )  à travers les barrières. La TET est fonction de la 

pénétration des fonctions d'onde de la BC et la BV dans les barrières, où de façon 
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équivalente, des grandeurs de leurs vecteurs d'onde respectifs dans les barrières. La 

fonction d'onde de le BC a tendance à se délocaliser avant celle de la BV à cause de la 

plus faible masse effective des électrons. Ainsi, la résistance à l'extinction de l'exciton 

par le champ est en général limitée par la composante de la BC. Une telle confiiguration 

est toujours sous-optimale parce que la hauteur de la barrière dans la BV est plus élevée 

que nécessaire alors que la hauteur de la barrière dans la BC est moins Clevée que 

nécessaire. Il est toujours possible de concevoir me structure qui conservera l'énergie de 

la principale transition optique avec une barrière dans la BV moins élevée pour 

augmenter le déplacement vers le rouge induit par le champ, et une barrière dans la BC 

plus élevée pour améliorer la résistance à l'extinction de I'exciton. Cette structure 

conduira a un dispositif qui possède une profondeur de modulation plus grande et qui 

exige un champ moins élevé pour L'induire. 

A partir du raisonnement présenté dans le paragraphe précédent, nous proposons 

d'utiliser l'ingénierie des alignements de bandes pour contrebalancer I'asymétrie des 

masses effectives en utilisant un alignement de bande asymétrique avec une forte 

discontinuité à la BC. De l'analyse de la physique de 1'ESCQ sortent deux principes de 

conception des structures à MPQ basées sur cet effet. 

1. Un compromis entre la profondeur de modulation et le champ électrique nécessaire 

pour faire fonctionner le dispositif (champ d'opération) est implicite dans le principe 



physique de I'ESCQ. Ceci est dû au fait que les états propres du puit quantique 

doivent suivre la rampe en énergie, induite par le champ, dans des directions 

opposées. De plus, à un important déplacement en énergie doit correspondre une 

importante polarisation. Le contraire s'applique aussi. Cette observation met en 

lumière I'impossibilité d'optimiser la profondeur de modulation et le champ 

d'opération en même temps. Une stratégie d'optimisation doit trouver le compromis 

optimal entre les deux effets. ce qui dépend des exigences technologiques propres à 

chaque application particulière. 

2. L'asymétrie entre les états propres à la BC et a la BV dans leur réponse à l'application 

du champ électrique est une conséquence directe de l'asymétrie entre les masses 

effectives des porteurs dans les deux bandes. L'alignement de bandes qui égale la 

délocalisation de la fonction d'onde dans la BC avec celle dans la BV donne la force 

d'oscillateur maximale pour la transition excitonique et cependant elle maximise 

aussi le changement dans le coefficient d'absorption par l'application du champ 

électrique. 

L'application de ces deux principes de base à la conception d'hétérostnictures 

pour la fabrication de modulateurs optiques fonctionnant a très haute vitesse et à faible 

champ d'opération nous conduit à la conclusion que les structures optimales devraient 

comprendre une faible discontinuité à la BV (moins que 60-100 meV) et une 

discontinuité à la BC 3-9 fois plus élevée que celle à la BV. La faible discontinuité a la 



BV apportera une réduction du champ d'opération, gain qu'on pourrait mettre à profit 

pour abaisser la tension d'opération ou la capacité de la diode ou augmenter le coefficient 

d'atténuation du dispositif ou minimiser les pertes dues au guidage et au couplage de 

I'onde optique, ceci dépendamment des exigences technologiques particulières liées au 

type d'application envisagée. Les structures idéales devraient être réalisables à l'aide des 

alliages à base de (Al, Ga, in, P. As) sur substrat d'LnP(001). Ces analyses et conclusions 

sont bien corroborées par les données expérimentales obtenues à partir des deux séries 

de modulateurs optiques fabriqués au cours de cette thèse. 

En addition. nous avons développé un simple modèle afin d'étudier la possibilité 

d'améliorer l'efficacité de ;a conversion d'énergie solaire dans la limite radiative avec 

l'addition des MPQs dans la jonction des cellules solaires à simple énergie de bande 

interdite. Avec l'aide du modèle, nous concluons que les améliorations potentielles sont 

très tàibles. 
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The fùture is always difficult to gauge, especially now. But 1 believe that 1 will 

eventually remembered this petiod as "that timr after undergrad where I did a lot of 

work. earned very little and probably leamed a few things." Then. it begins irnmediately 

afier graduating from UBC with an 8 month stay at the INMS department of NRC in 

Onawa where A!an Madej, Brad Whitford, Klaus Hohlfeld. John Sankey and Bill 

Cazmeir taught me about optics, lasers and electronics, and let me use al1 those 

hazardous machine tools. Back at UBC, Tom Tiedje and Dave Pultiey have always 

willingly offered their advice and aid. 1 feel rather disappointed not to have been able to 

work with them during these last four years. Through Tom Tiedje, 1 met John Currie. 

who by doing odd things like faxing me his CV, promptly managed to sway me into 

thinking that a quick M.A.Sc. plus a look at life in Montréal would be prefemble to the 

cornfields of West Lafayette or the swamps around Gainesville and Orlando. We spoke 

for the second time in rnid Ianuary 1993 when 1 said that 1 would amve in two weeks to 

start work. Upon miving at Polytechnique in February 1993 after flying to a frozen 

Ottawa fiom a comparatively bdmy Vancouver and driving down to an equally fiozen 

Montréal in a car without heat, it was a bit of a shock to realize that they were not 

expecting me. This was when 1 met Remo Masut, who was kind enough to greet me 

while John was still busy in the lab. So, the Montréal phase was duly christened. 
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In the first year to year and a half, I split my time between LISA and MODFAB. 

Although my research activities eventually diverged completely fiom his, I am very 

grateful to my CO-director. Professor John Currie, for welcoming me to Polytechnique 

and Montréal, and encouraging me to work fieely within both the LISA and MODFAJ3 

laboratories during this important period of initiation. His energy and constant desire to 

find new ways to do work have been highly inspirational. At LISA and MODFAB, 1 met 

and had many pleasant exchanges with various members of the technical staff: Edwis 

Richard. André Lecours, Jacques Lajoie. Gino Turcotte. Robert Antaki, Mario Caron, 

Sundaraman Chetlur, Normand Gravel, Joel Bouchard and Dentcho Ivanov. I was 

welcomed and given the opportunity to work in the optical characterization laboratory of 

the Department of Physics at the University of Montréal by Professor John Brebner. 

There, 1 met Abderrahmane Ait-Ouali who eventually performed most of the optical 

characterizations on the modulator samples. We also worked together to develop the 

photocurrent measurement. After committing to a Ph.D., 1 quickly began to spend more 

time in the MOCVD lab. This trend continued so that in the last year and a half, I bave 

worked alrnost exclusively there. 1 am deeply indebted to the current and former 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The effects of the ongoing revolution in information technology and long-haul, 

high-bandwidth communications cannot be overestimated. If i t  is even possible ro 

imagine what would have been the shultaneous impact of both printing and 

industrialization on western civilization, the current double revolution promises change, 

opponunity and the accompanying general anxiety and mayhem that will be far swifter 

and more radical. Diode lasers. heterojunction bipolar transistors and photodetectors are 

examples of devices and applications which continue to make copious annuai 

contributions to the list of cryptic acronyms like GRINSCH-SQW-LD. GSMBE. HEMT, 

HBT. LT-ALE, MODFET, p-i(ESQW)-n. WDM, etc. The need to continually 

supplement our regular language with new words and expressions is the certain signature 

of rampant innovation. In light of this, 1 feel very fortunate to have been able to study 

and begin to understand one of the branches of scientific research that has played an 

important role in creating and propelling the new changes. This is the study of thin film 

semiconductor materials and devices, 

Most of the research, development and commercial production in semiconductor 

materials and devices is dedicated exclusively to Si. After 50 years of intense scientifîc 

and commercial activity, Si is now arguably the most well-understood and well- 

documented material ever. The principal reason for the success of Si as an electronic 



material is because it is both superbly manufacturable and relatively inexpensive. 

However, due to the indirect bandgap, Si has limited applicability for optoelectronics 

and its electronic properties are significantly inferior to compound semiconductors like 

GaAs. Since each new generation of devices requires improved performance. the task of 

extracting further enhancements from a material that is already highly optimized is 

continuously compounded. We can plainly see that this will not continue indefinitely. 

So, it is natural to look increasingly to alternative materials. 

III-V compound semiconductor materids are the most immediate alternative to Si. 

in rnany ways, III-V materials are the antithesis of Si. They possess comparatively 

superb electronic and optical properties but pose some serious and costly manufacturing 

problems. Still, in areas such as optoelectronics, high-speed electronics, space and 

military applications, where no viable substitutes exist, there has been important and 

substantial progress in bringing compound semiconductors, and particularly III-V 

materiais based on GaAs and bP, to commercialization. More recently, there have been 

spectacular successes in the production of visible diode emitters and lasers from III-V 

materials based on GaN. 

Central to the success of III4 alloy materials in its limited segments of the market 

is the ability to manufacture highquality, low-dimension heterostrucnires demonstrating 

quantum confinement effects. Such heterojunction engineering is also possible in Si- 



based materials. but the compound materials offer a far richer variety of energy band 

structures to create andor enhance specific matenal properties for device applications. 

25 years since the appearance of the first quantum heterostructures in the early l97O1s, 

ID quantum confinement stnictures account for nearly al1 of the current III-V device 

applications. in research circles, activity in 2D and 3D quantum confinement is 

currently the subject of hotly-contested competition for stature and recognition, but is not 

yet sufficiently mature for widespread commercial application. While this continues, 

there is still much work to be completed in ID structures. Most of the work to date has 

been concentrated on the engineering of the energy band gap structure to create the 

speciai quantum confinement potentials for device applications. Also of particular 

interest are the important refinements that may be achieved by engineering the alignment 

of conduction and valence bands in the heterojunction structures. This is generdly a 

more challenging exercise than band gap engineering from both theoretical and 

expenmental perspectives. But, the rich design space of compound semiconductor 

heterojunctions appears to be well-suited to it. 

This study hopes to demonstrate some of the important research and development 

issues relevant to the production of a ID-V based device. The device is a strained-layer 

multiple quantum well (MQW) quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) optical 

modulator grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and it cm be directly 

related to al1 of the important issues that have been discussed in this introduction: 



information technology, long-haul, high-bandwidth commuriications, hybnd integration 

with Si-based electronics, IïI-V developmental hurdles, quantum confinement and band 

aiignment engineering. The main idea behind the device is based on the special room- 

temperature band edge absorption characteristics of multiple quantum well structures 

and the ability to significantly change them with an electric field. Fields on the order of 

100 kV/cm are sufficient. So, by burying the multiple quantum wells in the junction of a 

p-i-n diode, it is possible to create an efficient voltage-dependent optical modulator. The 

diode is operated in reverse bias and behaves as a simple capacitive load whose electrical 

bandwidth is limited by its iinear dimensions. This makes it possible to have very high 

operating frequencies (10 GHz - 1 THz) by making the devices small. The potential for 

impressively high modulation frequencies and the compatibility of the growth and 

processing of these devices with semiconductor diode lasers have led to widespread 

interest in their application for high-speed, long-haul optical fiber telecommunications. 

These p-i(MQW)-n photodiodes also possess enhanced non-linear optoelectronic 

properties and this has led to their application in photonic switching. optical 

interconnections and smart pixels. 

in January of 1996, we grew a series of compressively-strained InAsP/InP MQW 

samples varying the main from 0% - 0.8%. An exhaustive structural and optical 

characterization of the epitaxial layers was performed and optical modulator devices 

were fabricated. The expriment was designed to study some of the effects of strain 



relaxation on the epitaxial layers and on the operating characteristics of the optical 

modulators. Rather curiously, a systematic correlation between the drive field required 

to operate the devices and the barrier height of the quantum wells was detected. 

Reflecting upon the observation led to the conclusion that this could have significant 

consequences for the design of the multiple quantum wells for QCSE devices. A second 

series of samples was produced in June 1997 in which the InP barriers were replaced by 

tensile-strained InGaP barriers to achieve a large degree of strain compensation in the 

structure. These structures were characterized. processed and studied by the sarne 

methods as before and they provided another demonstration of the drive field - barrier 

height effect. Having access to such a wide range of detailed physical data allowed the 

undertaking of a detailed investigation of the important material and device design issues 

for QCSE optical modulator devices. The effect of the band alignment of the quantum 

well and barrier on the overail performance of the optical modulator was identified as a 

key consideration for device design. 

Then, the reminder of this document is an account and discussion of the work on 

QCSE optical modulators, covering the range from initial device processing experirnents 

to the proposal of novel concepts in the engineering of band aiignrnents for devices, that 

was pursued during the last 55 months in the MOCVD, LISA (Laboratory for Integration 

of Sensors and Actuators) and MODFAB (Microeiectronic and Optoelectronic Device 

Fabrication) laboratoies of the Engineering Physics Department of the École 



Polytechnique de Montréal and in the optical charactenzation Iaboratory of the 

Department of Physics of the Université de Montréal. 



2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND BACKGROUND 

In this chapter, we present a description of the experimental considerations and 

procedures that were used ro reaiize the study. Primary emphasis is placed upon the 

growth, characterization and design of the epitaxial layers with a secondary emphasis on 

the device processing steps. 

2.1 Sample cleaning 

InP substrates and epitaxial layers are prepared before processing with a cleaning 

procedure. The goal is to remove contaminants and prepare the surface of the sample for 

material growth or processing. Samples are degreased in heated organic solvents, 10 

minutes in each of: acetone followed by propanol followed by de-ionized water (DI). 

Acetone decomposes when overheated so care must be taken not to boil it. Propanol, on 

the other hand, may be boiled without adverse effects. After degreasing, a wet chernical 

oxidation followed by oxide strip may be performed to reveal fresh, clean semiconductor 

surface, if required. The oxidation and strip procedure that we use, called pirhana strip,' 

is common in Si wet bench processing. The sampfes are strongiy oxidized by immersing 

in a room temperature solution of HzS04:Hz02 ( 5 1 ) .  The dip effects a controlled 

oxidation at the surface of the sample that consumes semiconductor material to create a 

clean interface between oxide and semiconductor while oxidizing and removing organic 



and metailic contaminants. After diluting the pirhana strip solution and rinsing in DI. 

the control oxide rnay be stripped immediately prior to funher processing by dipping in a 

weak acid. For Si, the oxide is most effectively removed with a dip in weak HF solution 

(1-10%). For InP, a weak HCI solution is more effective. The native oxides that form at 

the surface of InP may be easily stripped by dipping in a solution of weak HCI ( 1 - 10%). 

The oxidized surface of InP is hydrophyllic while the bare semiconductor surface is 

hydrophobic. Sarnples being prepared for growth are not stripped in weak acid. They 

are placed in the growth chamber. where the oxide is stripped during the ramp up to the 

growth temperature (- 500 "C - 700 O C )  followed by a 10 minute anneal under PHs 

ambient. 

2.2 Growth of strained-layer, /nP-based thin film materials by MOVPE 

The strained epitaxial layers are grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy 

(MOVPE). A cornplete description of the theory and practice of vapor phase epitaxy 

using metal-organic precursors is given by ~tringfellow.' Practical details related to the 

growth of InP-based materials in Our reactor have been extensively documented in the 

theses of P. ~ova , '  C. A. ~ran,' A. ~ensaada' and H. ~ a r c h a n d . ~  Excellent 

introductions to the epitaxial growth of svained layers are provided by pearsal17 and Hull 

and ~ e a n . ~  In this section, we descnbe bnefly some specific issues conceming the 

growth of strained layers relevant to our experiments. 



When growing thin layers of a crystalline material ont0 a chemically dissimilar 

substrate (heteroepitax y), the observed growth modes are traditionall y identi fied as 

belonging to one of three general classifications. 

1. Growth rnay proceed layer by atomic Iayer. called the two-dimensional (2D) or 

Frank-Van der Merwe mode. For device applications, it is almost always necessary 

to maintain 2D growth to achieve high crystalline quality. 

2. Growth rnay proceed in clusters. called the three-dimensional (3D) or vol mer-Weber 

mode. 

3. Growth may proceed initially by the 2D mode for several mono-layers and then 

subsequently shift to the 3D mode, called the hybrid or ~transki-~rastanov~ (SK) 

mode. 

Various models exist to describe the conditions which favor one growth mode over 

another. These models are constructed by considering the energetics of the strained- 

layer, of the growth surface and of the precursor species adsorbed onto the growth 

surface. Overviews and discussions of many of these important issues can be found in 

the theses of H. klarchand6 and P. ~esjardins." 



The deposited heteroepitaxial layer often has a different lattice constant" from 

the host material. This gives rise to a lattice misfit that may be accomodated in several 

ways. For small misfits, the growth mode is preferentially 2D and leads to a 

pseudomorphic deformation of the layer. In cornparison, the deformation of the host" 

may be neglected because it is many times thicker and possesses a similar modulus of 

elasticity. Therefore, the layer defoms elastically to adopt the lattice of the host in the 

plane normal to the growth direction with a corresponding elastic deformation in the 

orthogonal (growth) direction. For large misfits a d o r  thicker layers. the strain energy 

density in the crystal c m  becorne sufficient to activate a variety of strain relaxation 

mechanisms: 1 )  relaxation via misfit dislocations. 2) relaxation via 3D layer growth and 

3) relaxation via composition inhomogeneities and segregation. Much of the activity in 

the science of crystal growth is dedicated to a study of these relaxation mechanisms and 

how they may be affected by manipulating the growth conditions. 

The most studied and best understood relaxation mechanism is the formation of 

misfit dislocation networks in the crystal. As the thickness of a strained layer grows, it 

reaches a critical limit where the strain energy density at the strain interface is sufficient 

to generate lattice dislocation defects. This concept of a critical layer thickness is central 

to any discussion of strain reiaxation. Briefs historical accounts of the theones of critical 

layer thickness for the formation of misfit dislocations c m  be found in any of a number 
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Figure 2.1 Cntical thickness for the formation of misfit dislocation calculated using the 
Matthews-Blakeslee force balance model (see Ref. 15). 

of excellent references (eg. Hull and ~ean' ,  Beanland et al. l 3  or Yu et al. 14). The critical 

thickness is usually calculated by balancing the strain energy of the layer against a 

critical energy for the formation of dislocations. A plot of the critical thickness versus 

layer strain produced using the well-known ~atthews-~lakeslee l S  force balance model 

is shown in Figure 2.1. 



The practical limitation of energy balance formulations is that they rely on the 

crystal reaching a state of thermodynamic equilibrium. From experiments, it is possible 

to grow non-equilibrium. metastable structures. For example, pseudomorphic, 

dislocation-free strained layers exceeding the critical thickness for equilibrium structures 

are often produced by resorting to low growth temperatures. This is evidence that there 

exist energy barriers to the formation of misfit dislocations. Therefore, the formation of 

misfit dislocations is strongly dependent on the growth conditions in addition to the 

equilibrium energy balance. And. we may grow defect-free non-equilibrium. or 

metastable. structures by choosing the appropnate growth conditions to suppress 

dislocation formation. 

It is widely observed across numerous material systems that the 2D growth mode 

becomes unstable for misfits larger than - 1.8 %. When layer strains exceed - 1.8%. the 

layer strain energy density becomes sufficient to affect the growth mode and the layer 

morphology becomes prone to complex roughening transitions. The growth is initially 

2D and undergoes a transition from 2D to 3D with increasing layer thickness. Such a 

hybrid (SK) growth mode is usually identified with the mode1 proposed by Stranski and 

Krastanow. Growth proceeds initidly with a 2D deposition of a pseudomorphic 'wetting' 

layer that is several (usuaily 1-2) monolayers thick. The elastic strain energy at the free 

surface of this layer is sufficient to induce the nucleation of clusten so that subsequent 

growth via a 3D mode. For example, Chen et aLi6 have reported obsewing that 



preferential sites for 3D island nucleation may be provided by small spatial variations in 

the surface strain distribution. SK growth has recently received much attention because 

with proper control of the growth conditions. it is possible to grow hemisphericdly- 

shaped islands of dislocation-free. pseudomorphic material. In addition, it is possible to 

grow islands that are relatively unifonn in size and that exhibit a large degree of auto- 

organization. The size and ordering of the islands makes them suitabie for zero- 

dimensional confinement device applications. The SK mode1 successfully describes the 

qualitative aspects of the 2D-3D transition. But, Cunningham and ~oosen' '  remarked 

ihat it habitually fails to correctly predict the criticai thickness at which the 2D-3D 

transition occurs. Furthermore. they noted that the hemispherical shape is inconsistent 

with iii-V growth. which is known to proceed preferentialiy on well-defined crystal 

faceis. They have proposed a mode1 for 3D growth based on strain-induced ( 1  13) and 

( 1  14) faceiing when growing on GaAs(00 1). 

A prime initiative of the art and science of crystal growth is to exert some degree 

of control over the layer morphology by manipulating the growth conditions to suppress 

or enhance specific relaxation mechanisms, and produce high quality metastable 

stmctures. Tersoff and Legoues18 have remarked that strain relaxation process may be 

viewed as a cornpetition between two mechanisms: surface roughening and misfit 

dislocations. They note that the surface of any strained layer is inherently unstable to 

undulations and roughening. But, the surface roughening process is thermally activated 



and has an energy barrier that increases rapidly with decreasing layer strain. Therefore, 

this argument concludes chat growth is preferentially 2D below some criticaï strain and 

it is possible to increase this critical suain by changing growth conditions such as the 

temperature. The remarks of Tersoff and Legoues underline the more general view that 

any number of competing relaxation mechanisms may be present, each of which exhibits 

its own characteristic energy barrier(s). Growth expenments, notably in MBE, have 

demonstrated that the 2D-3D transition can be suppressed by reducing the growth 

temperature. which has the effect of reducing the thermal lattice energy available for 

relaxation processes. Experiments have also shown that increasing the element V 

overpressure andhr growth rate can also have an effect on maintaining the stability of 

the 2D planar growth mode. These latter experiments reveal that the 2D-3D transition is 

highly sensitive to the surface mobility of the adsorbed group III species on the sample 

surface. Methods designed to suppress the 3D growth mode by limiting the diffusion of 

adsorbed species on the free surface have significant practical implications for growth by 

MOVPE. The growth temperature is always the most important parameter because 

nearly al1 of the growth and relaxation processes are thermally activated. But, in 

diffusion-lirnitedlg MOVPE. the growth temperature cannot be reduced significantly 

below 500 OC like it may be for growth by MBE. On the other hand, higher growth rates 

and a wider variety of growth conditions by changing the flow, pressure and chernical 

environment are available in diffusion-limited growth by MOVPE. This is partial 



compensation because it offers a greater number of possible growth strategies and 

potentially, a finer degree of control over the growth surface." 

The third mechanism mentioned in the first paragraph of this section is relaxation 

by composition inhomogeneities and segregation. It arises mostly due to large 

differences in the sizes of the atoms forming the strained layer. There is a tendency in 

the crystal to remove the large atoms in order to relieve the strain. The large atoms 

migrate to and accumulate at favorable locations in the crystal. often the free growth 

surface. This is widely observed and studied in the growth of Sil.,Ge,/Si strained layers. 

As with the other relaxation mechanisms, it is possible to suppress segregation to a large 

degree and produce metastable structures by choosing special growth conditions. For 

example, although the equilibrium solid solubility of Sn in Ge is < 0.01, Gurdai et al." 

succeeded in producing Gei.,Sn,/Ge superlattices with x up to 0.24 by reducing the 

gowth temperature into the sub-150 OC range. Surface segregation is generally not a 

prominent problem in the epitaxy of traditionai GaAs and InP-based iü-V strained 

layers. However, a striking example of surface segregation in III-V materials is provided 

by Antonell and ~bemath~" .  Their growth experiments on Tl-V and InTl-V compounds 

by gas source MBE demonstrated severe surface segregation of Tl rich alloys and the 

formation of pure droplets of metallic Tl. 



For device applications, strain asymmetries in the lattice cm make favorable 

modifications to the energy band structure of the material and the best performance is 

generally achieved with the maximum allowable strain. Therefore, it is Our challenge to 

find methods to grow highly-strained layers and suppress these strain relaxation 

rnechanisrns andor localize the damage to the crystal away from the active region. 

Aside from control of the surface morphology of the strained layer, we mention two 

other strategies. 

1. A thick. strained buffer layer may be grown onto the host substrate that contains and 

confines the misfit and threading dislocations. 13.24.25 This is effectively a method of 

creatsng an interirn substrate with a srnaller misfit relative the target device layer. 

2. Altemating layers of tende and compressive strained material may be grown so that 

the product of average strain and thickness of the composite sequence does not 

exceed the critical limit for the formation of misfit dislocations. 

in principle. these are viable techniques for extending the design space of strained layers 

for devices but there are still important technical and developmental problems to be 

resolved. The possibilities for continued research on the crystal growth issues are vat. 

Here are four growth experiments that can be pursued immediately. 



1. Suppression of the 2D-3D growth transition in highly-strained planar InAs(P)/InP 

and LnAs(P)IInGaAsP heterostructures by changing the growth conditions 

(temperature, deposition raie and element V overpressure). 

7. Growth of self-assembled 3D islands in highly-strained InAs(P)/InP and 

InAs(P)AnGaAsP heterostructures using the 2D-3D growth transition. 

3 .  The use of strain relaxed buffer layers to limit and confine threading dislocations. 

Variations on this include compositional grading and small area mesa growth 

strategies. 

4. The use of aitemating strain to achieve a high degree of strain compensation to 

extend the critical thickness of the superlattice stack. 

2.3 Structural characterization by x-ray diffraction 

High-resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) is a workhorse technique for structural 

characterization of the epitaxial layers. It is a powerful, non-destructive measurement 

that cm provide detailed information about the state of strain and morphology of the 

layer. It can also be easily adapted to provide rapid and accurate feedback. When XRD 

data is complemented with TEM and optical data, it is possible to obtain a very complete 

characterization of a sarnple. Our XRD measurements are performed using 0.15406 nm 

radiation from the ki transition in Cu, a four Ge crystal Bartels ce11 monochromator and 

Philips diffractometer. The diffractometer is also equipped with a separate 2 crystal 



analyzer at the detector to permit the acquisition of reciprocal space lattice maps. Such 

maps can provide extremely detailed data. The background theory of the XRD analysis 

is extensive and we will not describe it here. Proper, detailed descriptions of the 

methods that we have employed can be found in Refs. 26.27,28,29, 30 and 3 1 .  

In most cases, we measure only simple (004) reflection symmetry rocking curves 

that allow a rapid characterization of the epitaxial layers for feedback to the MOVPE 

growth experiment. Acquisition times for scans may Vary from several minutes to 

several days depending on the detail and accuracy of the information sought. As a 

special application of the XRD measurement for MOVPE. note that there are three 

parameters that may be extracted rapidly from a fast (< 30 minutes) (004) scan: the 

average mismatch of the layer, the superlattice period and the thickness of the cap layer. 

This is very important because it allows for adjustments to the growth parameten in 

between samples. By properly designing and coordinating the growth of test structures, 

it is possible to obtain immediate and accurate feedback about the growth conditions in 

the reactor. 

To see why this is important, note that the various techniques cornmonly used to 

grow high-quaiity epitaxial layen of semiconductor materials can be divided into two 

general classifications: high vacuum methods (molecular bearn epitaxy. MBE) and low 

or atmospheric pressure methods (metal organic vapor phase epitaxy, MOVPE). The 



high vacuum methods are compatible with the use of a wide variety of in situ 

characterization techniques allowing dynamic observations to be made at the surface of 

the material during the growth process. In the case of the low pressure methods. growth 

may be performed at pressures ranging from 20 torr to atmospheric. This can greatly 

simplify many of the practical aspects related to the conception and maintenance of the 

growth charnber, permit a wider flexibility in the growth conditions and allow more 

elevated growth rates for higher throughput. The drawback. of course, is the general 

lack of available in situ information. The development of in situ growth monitoring 

techniques for MOVPE continues to advance steadily but historically, growth by 

MOVPE has relied heavily on ex-situ techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), 

photoluminescence (PL), optical absorption (ABS) and transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM). As we have mentioned. these methods are highly complementary and allow us 

to fom a coherent picture of the nature of the layers grown. However, a complete 

characterization is time-consuming whereas some initial feedback is often required 

immediately. XRD is best suited to this task and MOVPE operators usually become 

adept at interpreting the XRD spectra from their epitaxial layers. 

The following exarnpte shows how it is possible to design a test stmcture that 

allows us to rapidly deduce three important growth parameters from a single XRD 

rocking curve that may be acquired in 15 - 30 minutes. Longer scans with less noise and 

more precise fits can be performed but the goal in the present case is to be able to 



provide some useful immediate feedback. We c m  try to exploit two key points in XRD 

rocking curves. The charactenstic scattenng pattern of a section of crystal of finite 

thickness, t, is a single peak centered at an angle, 0, corresponding to a characteristic 

lattice period, d, that is modulated by a regular fringe pattern. 

1. The thickness of the layer, t, may be reiated to the fnnge spacing, Au, by: 

The angular separaiion, Ag, between the peak corresponding to lattice period. d, and a 

peak corresponding to a known reference (usually the substrate on which the layers are 
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Manifold Duration=2000.000 Layer=[P] 
Manifold Duration=0600.000 Layer=[In][P] 
Manifold Duration=ûûû2.000 ~ a i e r = ( ~ ]  [A;] 
Manifold Duration=0035.000 Layer=[In ][Pl [As] 

InP srxlcer 1 Manifold Durat ion=002.0 Laye=[P] 
Manifold Durationd 105.000 ~ a i e r - [ ~ n ]  [PI 
Manifold Duration=ûûû2.000 Layer=[P] [As] 

InP substrate Manifold Duration=0035.000 Layer=[In] [Pj [As] 
Manifold Duration=0002.000 Layer=[P] 
Manifold Duration=û490.000 Layer=[In] [Pl 
Manifold Duration= 1000.000 Layer=[P] 

Figure 2.2 Double quantum well InAsPlInP test structure used to measure and calibrate 
growth parameten. The gas fiow sequence for the structure is indicated on the right. 
Manifold duration is measured in seconds. [In], [As] and [Pl refer to the flow of 
precursor species. By careful choice of the thicknesses of the InAsP quantum well, InP 
spacer and InP cap Iayers, it is possible to deduce the growth rate of the InAsP and InP, 
and the As incorporation from a single XRD rocking curve that may be acquired in 15 - 
30 minutes. 



grown), do, may be related via : 
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The test stmcture depicted in Figure 2.2 is a double InAsPfinP quantum well with an 

InP cap layer. 

E 1 Test Sarn~le #lnAsP97 1 
I 
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Figure 2.3 XRD (004) rocking curve (upper) and simulation curve (lower) for the 
sample in Figure 2.2. The data acquisition time for this curve was 15 minutes. 



In (004) x-ray rocking curve of Figure 2.3. fitting the srnail, high frequency fringe 

petiod gives the hP cap thickness and also the thickness of the InP spacer via the ratio of 

their growth tirnes. Fitting the large, low frequency fringes (multiple bump structure) 

gives the period of the InAsPhP superlattice. Therefore, since the thickness of the InP 

spacer is known accurately, so is that of the InAsP quantum well. The position of the 

multiple bumps relative to the InP substrate peak is a sensitive function of the average 

As content in the superlattice. While the bump maxima are broad, the bump minima are 

sharp and well-defined. Therefore. fitting the bump minima relative to the InP substrate 

peak gives the As content in the quantum wells. When properly designed, this double 

qw test sample has enough redundancy that a reasonable fit of the simulated to measured 

spectra is impossible if any of these three parameters is far from its true value. For this 

sample we find the growth rates and As incorporation to be: InP (0.3 15 t 0.005 nmls) 

and InAsP (0.3 15 I 0.008 nmls, 22 i 2 % As). 

Basic syrnmetric and asymmetric refiection rocking curves and the information 

that can be extracted from thern are the most straightforward application of the possible 

XRD characterization methods. Recomrnendations for continued work with more 

sophisticated measurements include: 

1. Reciprocai lanice rnaps. 

2. Specular reflectivity, low-angle XRD measurements. 



3. Complementary ellipsometnc measurernents. 

2.4 Wet chemical etchhg of lnP in HCl-based solutions 

h order to produce photodiode structures, a method is required for fast. smooth 

etching of InP and related alloys to produce mesa structures for electrical isolation of the 

devices. Both wet and dry etch techniques are applicable. Etching in wet chemical 

solutions generally provides faster material removal rates ( - 100 - 2000 ndmin) and 

good passivation of the mesa sidewalls and other etched surfaces. Smooth dry etching of 

InP in plasma environments is also possible. These techniques are known as reactive ion 

etching (RIE) and electron cyclotron resonance (KR) etching. Dry etches can be highly 

anisotropic and permit finer control of the etched depth and generdly much finer control 

of the lateral etch dimensions. However, the material removal rates are much lower (- 

20 - 40 n d m i n )  and the exposed etch surfaces suffer significant radiation damage. An 

excellent discussion of some important issues involved in the production high-quaiity 

mesa structures is given by ~loane." In Our case, HC1-based wet chemical etch solutions 

were chosen because of many reports of the good etching characteristics on InP and 

since the reagents are widely available and do not require special safety procedures 

beyond the usual precautions for strong acids. 



Figure 2.4 InAsPhP multiple quantum well sample after etching in a solution of 
HCI:CH3CO0H:H20? (viewed with an optical microscope using Nomarski contrast). 
The etched depth is 0.63 p. The striations in the etched surface (top left) are due the 
the effects of the layer strain and the presence of misfit dislocations. Significant lateral 
advance of the etch front underneath the photoresist etch mask is clearly visible (top 
right, bottom left and nght). The width of the photoresist neck in the top right 
photograph is 40 Pm. The separation of the photoresist corners in the bottom 
photographs is 20 p. 

Most of the wet etching experirnents were based on the work of Kambayashi et 

al.33 and Adachi et ai.34 using the HCI:CH3COOH:H202 (KKI) system. Kambayashi et 



al. reported that KKI could be used with sufficient fine control to obtain mesa structures 

with mirror end facets suitable for fabricating laser diodes. The samples were patterned 

with positive photoresist etch masks and immersed in the etch solutions according to the 

recipes given in Refs. 33 and 34. We confirm that KKI solution does etch InP rapidly 

with good surface morphology. However, we also observe some important problems 

associated with KM. The solution stability is poor. Upon mixing HCl with Hz@, the 

solution begins heating. The etch rate was observed to increase with the rise in 

temperature and runaway after 10- 15 minutes. Also. there was significantly enhanced 

etching beneath the mask edges with a rapid (2 - 3 prdminute) lateral advance of the 

etch front (see Figure 2.4). 

Some of these observations were also reported by Flemish and   on es.'^ They 

note that the buffer acid serves the role of a non-aqueous solvent. This is necessary since 

~ o t t e n ~ ~  reported that HC1 solutions weaker than 5ML gave negligible etch rates for InP, 

thus leading to the conclusion that the etch rate of inP in HCI-based solutions is strongly 

dependent on the concentration of molecular HCl. Flemish and Jones explained that the 

poor stability of the KKI solution is due to the exothermic oxidation of Cl- ions in 

aqueous solution by Hr02 producing heat and Clt. The presence of Cl2 dissolved in 

solution compounds the problem of etch control since is Cl2 c m  rapidly etch InP. We 

confirm that within minutes of mixing HCI and &O2, a strong odor due to Cl2 is 

detectable and the KKI solution develops a yellow tint. Fiemish and Jones report that 



the etch rate of the solution ma)' be stabilized by increasing the amount of the non- 

aqueous solvent, CH3COOH, and by adding &@ only just pnor to etching. The goal is 

to maintain a sufficient concentration of moiecular HCl in the presence of an oxidizing 

agent to achieve fast, smooth etching while suppressing undesirable effects such as auto- 

heating of the solution and the formation of Cl2. We confirm that this does stabilize the 

solution but that it also reduces the etch rate so that far longer etch times are required. 

Our observed etch rates were also generally inferior to those reponed in refs. 33. 34 and 

35. This is Iikely due to the highly variable quality of the Hz02 reagent available in the 

laboratory. Hz01 degrades rapidly upon exposure to light and heat. More recently, the 

CH3COOH buffer solvent has been replaced with &PO4 (KPQ and we found that this 

improves the stability of the solution. However. enhanced etch rates undemeath the 

mask edges and lateral etch fronts that are able to advance at alarming rates are still 

observable. It is unclear whether this is due to the diffusion-limited removal of active 

chernical species, insufficient adhesion between the photoresist mask layer and the hP 

surface, some combination of these two, or other rnechanisms. 

Despite these problems, both KKI and KPI solutions were used to successfully 

etch 1 - 3 W r n  deep rnesa structures. Our understanding and control of these etch 

solutions is so far only adequate for our limited purposes. Much refinernent is possible 

and other groups have successfully applied both solutions to produce high aspect ratio 



mesas with small lateral dimensions suitable for waveguide devices. Suggestions for 

further investigation include: 

1. The effect of stirring and non-stimng of the solution during etch on the stability of 

the solution and on etch rates beneath the mask edges. 

2. Ensure fresh, non-degraded H202 solution. This should increase the vertical etch rate 

and perhaps even resolve much of the lateral etch problem by minimizing etch time 

and exposure of the sample to Cl2 accumulated in the solution. We could also 

experiment with other more stable oxidizing agents such as KzCrr07. 

3. Study and identify the key etch planes. By properly designing and aligning the mesa 

structures along preferred crystai directions. it should be possible to minimize the 

ratio of vertical to lateral etch. 

4. The revelation of striations in the crystal by etching that may be due to strain ancilor 

dislocations is another possible method for characterizing strain and relaxation. 

Often. these signatures are also visible on the unetched surface when using Nomarski 

contrast to view under an optical microscope. 



2.5 Au-based contact metallizations on InP 

In order to operate the photodiode and manipulate electric fields in the junction 

containing the quantum wells, a method of establishing low impedance. resistive 

electrical contact to the p and n-doped semiconductor layers is required. This is done by 

depositing metal onto the sample surface and performing a post-deposition heat 

treatment to form a metal/semiconductor contact. Au-based alloys are the most 

commonly used metallizations on InP. There are vast numbers of reports in the literature 

on ohmic contact metallizations to InP. 37*38s39*40*J'*J'~43 AU is a popular metallization on 

inP because good results can be obtained. But there are significant technological 

problems caused by the Au-InP chemistry. Often, violent mixing of InP and the Au 

alloys due to solid state diffusion occurs rapidly upon heating the sample to form the 

contact. This makes it difficult to reliably fabricate shailow junction devices. Long-term 

degradation due to contact migration is also known to occur in many InP-Au alloy 

contact systerns. 

Lift-off photolithography is used transfer metal patterns from a photomask onto 

the sample surface. The samples are pattern by contact photolithography using 

photoresist designed for lift-off processing (OCG BPRSIM))." It is also possible to use 

an older method where conventional photoresist was dipped in chloro-benzene for 5 

minutes pnor to development to harden the surface of the photoresist and create the re- 
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2.5 SEM micrograph of a lift-off photoresist profile on Si substrate. The 
thermal evaporacion of a metal film ont0 the re-entrant photoresist profile facilitates the 
formation of a clean discontinuity in the metal film. A subsequent dip in a photoresist 
stnpper, or solvent such as acetone. removes the unwanted rnetal and transfers the 
photomask pattern to the sample. 

entrant PR profile upon development (see Figure 2.5). hmediately pnor to being placed 

in the evaporator, the sarnples are dipped in a weak HCI solution for 5 minutes to 

remove the native oxide, diluted down to c 0.01% HCl, and then dned with a N2 jet. 

Following this, the samples are placed in the evaporator and maintained ovemight at 



1 0 ~ -  lU5 torr. Following pump down to 2- 4 x 1 0 ' ~  for 60 - 120 minutes, the evaporation 

is performed. Pure metal specimens are on W filament boats that are resistively heated. 

The sample is shielded from the rnetal source by a shutter. Power to the filament is 

slowly ramped up until the detector placed near the sample indicates a stable deposition 

rate of 0.5 - 1.5 nmls. Metal is then deposited on the sample (usudly between 50 - 300 

nm) by opening the shutter for a pre-determined duration. A dip in ACE strips the PR 

leaving behind the desired pattern. Depositions of AulGeMi and other metais (Ti) with 

sufficiently high evaporation temperatures was straightforward but the deposition of 

AuIZn alloys required some ingenuity. The main probiem is posed by the low 

evaporation temperature and high vapor pressure of Zn. We found that the direct 

thermal evaporation of metallic Zn was impossible to control. Successful contact 

depositions were performed with the aid of an Au-lO%wt Zn alloy. The evaporation 

proceeds with the deposition of a thin 5 nm wetting layer of pure Au rnetal on InP, since 

the adhesion of Zn on bP is poor. This is followed by the sequential evaporation of Zn 

and then Au from the alloy, leading to a graded Zn-Au top layer. 

The contacts anneals are performed in a AG & Associates Heatpulse 410A rapid 

thermal processing (RTP) oven. The oven consists of two banks of quartz halogen 

lamps, above and below the sample. The heating cycles are executed with a 

programmable computer-controlled lead-lag circuit using the signal from a Si 

thennocouple placed beside the sample to complete the feedback loop. The sample is 



placed face up on a Si wafer and covered with a second wafer of Si or InP. The anneai 

chamber is purged with N2 and NI-10%H2, ramped to 80 O C  and held for 2 minutes. 

This stabilizes the start conditions for the RTP cycle. The RTP cycles consist of a rarnp 

(20 - 200 "Ch) up to the anneal temperature followed by a steady-state hold at a preset 

temperature in the range 300-450 O C  for a duration of 1s up to a several minutes. It is 

important to note that thermal anneal cycles performed in rapid anneal ovens differ from 

those performed using hot-plate, or thermal oven methods. With a hot plate, or 

conventional oven, heating occurs almost entirely by thermal contact. It is possible to 

stabilize and accurately monitor the plate or oven temperature. So, we can be certain 

that the temperature of the metal/semiconductor interface reaches at most the plate/oven 

temperature. In RTP processing, however, heating occurs by thermal contact and by 

absorption of the radiation from the heating larnps. It is generally not possible to 

measure directly the tme temperature of the thin rnetal film and metal-InP interface and 

we c m  only infer i t  frorn the Si-imbedded thermocouple signal. However. both the 

optical absorption and thermal heat capacity of the thin film metal alloy and 

semiconductor interface are likely to be somewhat different from that of the 

thermocouple. which corresponds to a 500 pm thick slab of Si. 

After the anneals are completed, 1-V characterizations of test structures are 

performed by injecting a controlled current and detecting the voltage developed across 

the test load, which may be a diode, contact, etc. These measurements are performed 



Figure 2.6 A 5 nm Au/ 200 nm Au-lO%wt. Zn film on Zn-doped hP after a shon 
anneal of 2 s at 300 "C (viewed with an optical microscope using Nomarski contrast). 
Before annealing, the metal film was uniform sheet of Au. The changes in the color and 
morpholog of the metai sandwich layer indicate that significant microstructural 
changes have occured. 

with a HP4 155 semiconductor analyzer. Contacts formed to undoped or highly n-doped 

InP using the Au/Ge/Ni system are habitudly ohrnic with varying contact resistivities. 

In fact, the n-contacts are often ohmic upon the initial deposition of Au-Ge-Ni metal 

without a thermal anneal. Contacts formed to p-InP however, typically show a low 

impedance, leaky Schottky diode behavior. 



Figure 2.7 A 200 nm Au-lO%wt. Ge-5%wt. Ni film on S-doped InP after a short 
anneal of 2 s at 430 O C  (viewed with an optical microscope using Nornarski contrat). 
Before annealing, the metal film was uniform sheet of Au. The color and morphology 
of the metal sandwich layer show that a very significant interaction between metal and 
InP has occurred. 

Numerous studies on the optimization of metal layers and anneal sequences for 

achieving low contact resistivities exist in the Merature? But generally, the more 

serious technological problem is the rapid interdiffision and mixing of Au and In at the 

interface and not the contact resistivity. Upon heating to sufficiently high temperatures 

(> -300 OC), In diffuses rapidly into the Au film and Au penetrates deeply into the InP 



mate~ia l .~~  This poses grave problems for the fabrication of shailow junction devices 

such at HBTs, FETs and solar cells. We observed that thermal anneais of 5s at 380 OC 

were sufficient to allow the AdZn alloy to punch through a 300 nm thick p-doped InP 

cap layer and completely shortcircuit the diode. Similar results were observed for 100 

nrn thick p-doped AlGaAs cap layers on GaAs/AIGaAs p-i(mqw)-n samples. After 

anneal cycles with only very modest thermal loads (300 O C ,  2s), the color and 

morphology of the metal film changes radicaily (see Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7). This is 

very clear evidence that the processes of solid state diffusion have low activation 

energies and may occur extremely rapidly. The shonest anneal sequences tended to 

produce the best results consistent with a need to limit the interfaciai reaction and 

diffusion. 

These are certainly non-ideal contacts. But, extremely low contact resisitivities 

were not required for Our purposes since the photodiode junction is operated exclusively 

in reverse bias. A reverse bias applied to the p-n junction is a fonvard bias applied to 

any weak metal-semiconductor Schottky junctions. The impedance of a fonvard biased 

metal-semiconductor contact (- 100 - 1 k a )  is much lower than that of the p-n junction 

in reverse bias (- 10 MR). Therefore, the fraction of the total applied voltage developed 

across the metal-semiconductor contacts is negligible with nearly the entire appiied 

voltage always being developed across the junction of the photodiode. Furthemore, Our 



devices employed large area contacts (- 200 pm x 200 p), which ailows a large 

process window. To see why, consider the leading order behavior of the non-ideai 

metal-semiconductor contact modeled by a leaky Schottky diode. This behaves 

essentially as the parailel combination of a regular diode with a finite breakdown field 

and a resistor. As the cross-sectional area, A, of the diode increases, the resistive branch 

scales as l/A while the rectifying branch remains unchanged. Therefore. a contact 

metallization procedure may produce very different 1-V curves depending on the size of 

the contact. Contacts with sufficiently large areas behave as low impedance resistors 

since the resistive branch dominates the total transpon of charge. Meanwhile, smaller 

area contacts that are otherwise identical behave as a leaky Schottky diodes when the 

rectifying path has a sirnilar or lower impedance than the resitive branch. 

In cases like ours, it is possible to work around these pitfalls associated with the 

Au-InP contact and obtain acceptable results. But. the main goal of a contact 

metailization is to find a reliable method for creating a clean. stable, low-irnpedance 

metal/semiconductor interface with minimal interdiffusion and contact penetration. The 

available literature on contact metallizations to InP and GaAs is filled with wildly 

varying strategies for achieving this. Some examples: 



1. T ~ / W A U ~ ' * ~ ~  contacts to both n-InP and p-bP are a viable option if slightly elevated 

contact resistivities c m  be tolerated. A good discussion of the behavior of the 

interface dynarnics of Ni, Pt, Ti and Mo on InP is given by Ashizawa et al." 

2. More recently, it was reported that the addition of trace quantities of Zn to the Au 

film hP led to stabilization of the interface and the elimination of the 

interdiffu~ion.'~ The authors of this report propose that the diffusion of In in the Au 

matrix is interstitial and that the trace quantities of Zn block the intersites. 

3. The authors of Ref. 46 deposit a thin 5 nm of the Au alloy and perform the anneal 

sequence ailowing the material mixing to take place. Once all the Au has been 

consumed. no funher penetration of the metal into the semiconductor is observed. A 

second. thick evaporation of Au rnetal ont0 the low resistivity InP-AuEn complex 

then provides the connection to extemai elements. 

in conclusion, there are two issues of equal importance that need to be addressed: 

minimum contact resistivity and minimum contact penetration. A good contact 

technology must satisfy both of these requirements. Unfortunately, many of the snidies 

in the literature systematically neglect the issue of contact penetration. For example, the 

applicability of results obtained from studies of contact metallizations and anneal 

sequences performed using s u b ~ t r a t e s ~ ~ . ~ ~  is highly questionable. Such studies are 

performed on materials that are often doped well beyond attainable levels in epitaxial 



layers5'" and completel y neglect any analysis of contact penetration into the 

serniconductor material. 

2.6 Messurement of field-dependent absorption curves by photocurrent 

detection 

Measurements of the elecvic field-induced changes to the band edge absorption 

spectra are performed by detecting the photocurrent response to a tunable 

monochromatic illumination source. Electric field-dependent absorption spectra for the 

multi-quantum well stacks were measured by detecting the photocurrent response of the 

diodes as a function of the wavelength of the input radiation and the reverse-bias 

voltage. The experimental apparatus is depicted in Figure 2.8. Illumination provided by 

a quartz halogen broad spectrum bulb (150W). The radiation emitted frorn the bulb is 

modulated with a chopper and focussed into a 0.3 m scanning grating monochromator. 

At the exit port of the monochrornator, the higher order Bragg reflections of shon 

wavrlengths are low p a s  filtered by either a red crystal or GaAs wafer. The remaining 

IR radiation is focussed ont0 the photodiode. The photocurrent signal from the diode is 

AC coupled to a lock-in amplifier. The capacitive voltage divider circuit allows the 

adjustment of the bias voltage, protects the diode against power transients and blocks the 

DC offset and drift signals frorn reaching the lock-in. After the acquisition, the exact 

offset in terms of wavelength is adjusted by cornparison with tme absorption spectra 



Figure 2.8 Experimentd set-up for measurernent of the electric field-dependent changes 
of the optical absorption in the p-i(MQW)-n photodiodes. 

obtained for the device layers using the BOMEM DA3 Fourier Transfomi 

interferometric spectrometer. 



2.7 Addifional remarks 

Before continuing, it is appropriate to acknowledge and clarify the important 

contributions of the other members of the research team that were crucial to obtaining 

both the physical samples and a complete characterization of the samples. Ahmed 

Bensaada. Laurent Isnard. Mario Beaudoin, Hugues Marchand, Zahia Bougrioua and 

Stephane Guillon have dl made various contributions by growing sarnples and/or 

assisting with the growth of samples. Photoluminescence and optical absorption 

measurements at room temperature, low temperature and as a function of temperature 

were performed on the muiti-quantum well samples by A. Ait-Ouali at the University of 

Montreal. The transmission electron micrographs. as well as the XRD data on several 

sarnples. were provided by Pat Desjardins, who also provided much needed advice on 

the structural characterization of strained layers. Mario Beaudoin provided a very useful 

computer program for calculating the energy levels in a strained-iayer superlattice. 

Photoluminescence data for a large number of recent samples was provided by Stephane 

Guillon. 



3 DETAILED BALANCE EFFlClENCY LlMlT IN QUANTUM WELL 

S O U R  CELLS 

in a single bandgap solar ceil, the open-circuit voltage (V0J and short-circuit 

current (I,) are coupled via the dark current relationship for a p-n junction diode. An 

approach using quantum wells proposed by Barnham and ~ u ~ ~ a n '  relies on the 

possibility of decoupling Vu, and I ,  to ailow a quasi-independent optimization of these 

factors. if this were possible. the detailed balance efficiency limit of quantum well solar 

cells would be greater than that of single bandgap cells. In expenments using 

Alo.3G~.7As/GaAs test structures and AlGaAs control samples, a significant 

enhancement of 1, with only modest penalty in V, was reponed.' correspondhg to a 

conversion efficiency 1.1 times higher than the conirol. This chapter describes a brief 

theoretical analysis of the reponed c~airns'.'".~ that the presence of quantum wells in the 

depletion region may significantly enhance the detailed balance energy conversion 

efficiency limit over that of single bandgap devices. 

To begin, we review the treatment of the detailed balance efficiency limit 

problem. The key background material for both single and multiple bandgap p-n 

junction photovoltaic devices is contained in the respective works of Shockley and 

~ueisse? and ~ e n r ~ ?  We consider a p-n junction photovoltaic device. maintained at a 

temperature of O K. Radiation is incident on the junction in al1 directions from a 



surrounding black-body radiator of temperature Tc = 300 K. The junction rnay be 

considered as a negligibly thin slab of cross-sectional area, A, that absorbs ail incident 

photons of hv  2 E, to generate electron-hole pairs that may thermalize andfor re-radiate. 

In equilibrium, the detailed balance principle States that each physical process and its 

inverse balance independently. This allows considenng the fundamental absorption- 

radiative recombination process independently of ail the other physical processes 

occurring in the material. We assume that incident photons of energy greater than the 

bandgap energy. h v  2 ER. are absorbed and converted into photocharges that thermalize 

down to Ep. SO. the energy of absorbed photons in excess of E, is automatically lost via 

thennalitation and photons of energy h v  c E, do not participate. Absorption in the 

junction leads to a separation of the photocharges by the built-in electnc field. Small 

piles of charge accumulate to create a non-zero open-circuit voltage condition at the 

terminais. 

In order to calculate the limiting efficiency, we assume the radiative lirnit. 

Applying the detailed balance principle, each absorption event is balanced by a radiative 

recombination event. Therefore, the open-circuit voltage is a forward bias voltage such 

that the recombination rate it induces in the junction balances exactly the rate of photons 

king absorbed in the junction from the black-body field. The open-circuit voltage 

condition is equivalent to a shorttircuit current condition whereby shorting the 

teminals together allows the smail piles of photocharge generated in the junction to 



contact each other directly and recombine via the short. If the junction were now 

maintained in thermal equilibrium with a surrounding black-body radiation field, 

absorption from the field would be the sarne and an equal recombination rate would be 

required to balance the photocharge generation. Thus, the absorption-recombination 

balance establishes the steady state dark current condition in the radiative limit for a p-n 

junction maintained at Tc. The dark current is simply the absorption rate of photons in 

the junction given by 

where A is the cross-section area of the junction. the factor 2 is due to 

radiation/absorption on both sides of the slab, r ,  is the probability that a photon absorbed 

will create a photocharge pair, and Q(E,, Tc) is the number of photons of energy hv  > E, 

radiated from a black-body at T = Tc obtained by integrating the Planck distribution to 

give 

Next, we consider radiation from a black-body at, Say, Ts = 6000 K that is 

incident on the p-n junction diode maintained at Tc = 300 K. The steady state continuity 



condition for photons and photocharges leads to a balance of the generation and 

recombination rates descnbed by 

w here 

is the generation rate in the junction due to the solar radiation incident on one side of the 

junction. S o l s  radiation is modelled by a black-body radiation spectmm with Ts = 6000 

K. f, = 2.18 x 10'~ is the geometric factor equal to the fraction of the solid angle 

subtended by the Sun (a 1.39 x 106 km diameter object at a distance of 149 x 106 km). t, 

is the probability that an absorption event creates a photocharge pair. t, = t, = 1 in the 

radiative limit. 
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Figure 3.1 Detailed balance efficiency limit for a single bandgap p-n junction 
photovoltaic ce11 in equilibrium with a surrounding black-body radiation field at 300 K 
and receiving incident radiation from a 5850 K solar spectrum. These conditions are 
equivalent to air mass zero (AMO). 

is the radiative recombination rate in the junction due to the forward bias V.  I is the 

current flowing in a load connected to the terminals and q is the electronic charge. 



(3-3) is the key expression that determines the current-voltage relationship for a 

ce11 as a function of the input variable set (E,, T,, Tc, f,, t,, tc.}. Since Fco is negligibly 

small relative to Fs, I, - qFs and V ,  - kT, Zn ( F A ) .  Non-radiative processes and other 

non-ideality factors may be modelled and included in (3-3). but we ignore thern in the 

radiative limit. For any set of the input variables. we determine the maximum of the 

product 1.V and divide it by the total incident power to obtain the detailed balance 

efficiency limit. For example, illumination at air mass zero (AMO) gives fwtsQ(O. 6000) 

= 160 m ~ l c m '  or fwtsQ(O. 5850) = 145 mw/cm2. Using Ts = 5850K and 7''. = 300K 

generates the farniliar limiting detailed balance efficiency versus E, curve with a broad 

maximum near 1.35-1.40 eV. A plot of the efficiency limit as a function of ER is shown 

in Figure 3.1 for (E,.  Ts, Tc., f,, t,, t , }  = ( E,. 5850 K. 300 K. 2.1 8 x 1 O**. 1 ,  1 } . 

The main drawbacks of the single bandgap ce11 are two-fold. First, as we have 

already mentioned, al1 energy from absorbed photons in excess of the bandgap energy, 

E,, is lost via thermalization. Second. radiation with energy h v  a E, does not participate. 

These are the main reasons why the detailed balance efficiency limit is only - 30% and 

not higher. Multiple bandgap strategies and devices have been devised to 'scavenge' as 

much as possible of the remaining power from solar ~ ~ e c t r u r n . ~  Quantum well 

photovoltaic cells are a variant of these rnulti-bandgap strategies. We may regard the 

quantum well system as a separate device that has been brought into thermal contact 

with the single bandgap cell, and the black-body field at Tc, while receiving illumination 



from the black-body field at T,. The addition of quantum welIs is modelled by changing 

the terms F, and Fc(V). We make the following simple modifications. The contribution 

to the power developed at the teminals of the ce11 due to the additional absorption in the 

quantum wells is modelled by including an addition absorption term in (3-4) to give 

where t,, is the probability of photocharge escape per unit time from the quantum well 

after an absorption event to participate in processes at the tenninals. and 

is the additional absorption in the range below the principal bandgap energy and above 

the quantum well bandgap energy. The following analog for the dark current expression, 

(3-5). is used to mode1 the radiative recombination rate. 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic relationship between the main elements required to mode1 the 
behavior of a quantum well solar cell. The ceIl with quantum wells can be considered a 
superposition of a single bandgap ce11 coupled to a system of quantum wells. Q f ( E ,  T,) 
and Q f ( E , ,  Tc) represent the respective contributions of the quantum wells to the 
generation and recombination rates in the cell. fqw and r ,  are constants that descnbe the 
degree of coupling between the single band gap ce11 and the quantum wells. 



where the quantity r q ,  Q8(Equ, Tc) is the rate of photocharge themalization down to the 

quantum well energy bandgap followed by a recombination event. The new elements are 

shown schematicaily in Figure 3.2. There will be an increase in I,, due to the additional 

photon absorption in the quantum wells provided that some significant fraction of the 

photocharge generated in the quantum wells escapes into the barriers. At the sarne time, 

there will be a penalty in V,, because the recombination is more efficient in the junction 

and a smailer forward bias voltage is required to balance the absorption process. The 

physical arguments of Bamham and ~ u ~ ~ a n ' ,  and Corkish and ~reen '  contend that the 

tqwQt(Eqw, Ts) term may significantly boost Ir, while the rqWQt(E,,, Tc) term leads to only 

a rnodest penalty in V,. Hence, these arguments require that r, > r,,. Araujo and 

~ a r t i '  have raised the counterpoint that this vioiates the absorption-emission syrnrnetry. 

They maintain that in equilibrium the absorptivity of a body must equal its emissivity 

(t,, = rq,) and a significant decoupling of V, and ISc is not be possible. In practice, 

although admittedly lacking genuine tigor and using very crude absorption models, 1 

found that it was possible to obtain results that support or discount the clairns of 

enhanced efficiency by varying the model parameters for t,,Q8(Eq,, T,) and rq,Qt(Eq, 

T c  However, it was possible to show using this very simple model, that any potential 

gains in conversion efficiency are small. 

In a best case scenario t,, = 1 and r,, = O. However. this is too unrealistic. Low 

temperature photocurrent data from Ref. 3 suggests that, even when the thermal energy 



is well below the barrier height of the quantum well, photocarrier escape from the 

quantum wells can be extrernely efficient in the presence of small electnc fields such as 

the built-in field of the junction. So, there is some justification for making an a priori 

assumption that tqw = 1. Equilibrium considerations require that the absorptivity and 

emissivity from the quantum wells balance at flat band. At the same time, the quantum 

efficiency of quantum well modulators and detectors increases with increasing reverse 

bias voltage. Hence. the efficiency of photocharge escape from quantum wells is an 

increasing function of the electric field and we require that r,, be an increasing function 

of the fonvard bias voltage. Unfortunately. modelling of field-dependent absotption, 

emission and well-ban-ier charge transfer rapidly becomes unwieldy. This would be 

outside the scope of the present work. 

A simplified approach is applied that remains computationally tractable and still 

allows us to obtain some important insights. Boundary conditions for r,, are chosen so 

that O < r,, < 1 (rqw - O) when the junction field is maximal. This corresponds to the 

built-in field when V = O. rq, = I at flatband, where V = qE,. rqw is modelled using the 

following three different trial hinctions: 

v 
r, ( V )  = - 

4% 



qE, 
r, ( V )  = e 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the results of the effïciency limit calculation for 500 meV 
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Figure 3.3 Caiculated detailed balance efficiency limit as a function of energy bandgap 
for a) a single bandgap p-n solar ce11 and for b), c), d) solar cells with 500 meV deep 
quantum wells. Z, and r ,  are coupling constants used to mode1 the nature of 
photocharge transfer between quantum well and barrier. 



deep quantum wells. The addition of quantum wells shifts the maximum efficiency 

bandgap energy towards the blue. This is fairly obvious since the addition of quantum 

wells boosts I,, and reduces V,, as if a single bandgap ce11 with a smaller E, had been 

substituted. So, the optimal bandgap energy for the barrier material in quantum well 

cells will be higher than that for a ce11 without quantum wells. Despite the fact that we 

have assurned the maximum efficiency for photocharge uansfer from quantum well to 

barrier (r,, = 1). the resulting improvements are not large. This indicates that the 

potential enhancements to the conversion efficiency using quantum wells. if they exist, 

are bound to be small (- 10% relative improvement). 

In Ref. 2. a 1.1 times improvement in the conversion efficiency for a quantum 

well Alo.3G~.7As/GaAs ce11 relative to a single bandgap AIo.3G~.7As ce11 was measured 

using a suboptimal ce11 design. It was then proposed that it would be possible to further 

enhance the gain with an improved ce11 design. However. there are two very important 

points that have k e n  neglected in the conclusions of Refs. 2 and 3. 

1. For solar illumination that may be modelled by the emission spectrum of a 5850- 

6000 K black body, the maximum in the detailed balance efficiency limit occurs at - 
1.35- 1.40 eV depnding on whether it is AMO. AM 1.5. etc. Because of this, a single 

bandgap Alo.3G~.7As (E, - 1.78 eV) control sample is clearly not optimal (see 

Figure 3.1). The addition of GaAs quantum wells is fully expected to improve the 



conversion efficiency. In fact, a single bandgap GaAs (1.42 eV) ceIl would have 

demonstrated a more significant improvement over the Alo.3G~.7As control cell. A 

single bandgap GaAs ce11 should have been the control sample for this experiment. 

Another acceptable alternative would be to use InP (1.34 eV) single bandgap cells as 

control samples with InGaAs(P)hP quantum well test cells since 1.34 eV is close to 

the maximum efficiency for a single bandgap cell. 

2. The conversion efficiency with quantum wells is 1.1 times the efficiency of the 

control. The experiment was perfomed with p-i-n photodiode devices that are 

suboptimal for photovoltaic energy conversion. However, there is a good reason to 

expect that this improvement will not scale when passing to more optimal structures. 

The samples (see Refs. 2 and 8 for detailed sample listings and current-voltage plots) 

used in the study are suboptimal because the p-doped emitter layers are quite thick 

(300nm). in contrast. GaAs and InP solar cells are designed to have minimum 

emitter thickness (normally 30 - 100 nm). The thick emitters in the samples of Ref. 

2 significantly attenuate the power of the signal due to absorption in the barrien 

while allowing the quantum well signal to pass and are responsible for the very low 

current densities achieved (-lm~krn').  The thicker the emitter, the bigger the 

difference in I ,  that will be measured between a single bandgap control sarnple and a 

test sarnple with quantum wells. Thinning the emitter to achieve a better solar ce11 

will have the effect of increasing the signal due to barrier absorption while leaving 



the quantum well signal unchanged. Hence, the relative enhancement of I, in 

sarnples with thin emitters (cl00 nm) will be significantly diminished. For example, 

the 10% I, boost applies to only a total current density of - 1 mA/cm2. This gives 

only a - 0.1 rn~lcrn? boost, whereas properly designed single bandgap GaAs and InP 

cells normally achieve - 30 rnNcm2. 

Still, a theoretical bais for these enhancements has not been entirely discounted 

and we may continue to consider how the proposed strategy could work. For exampie: 

1. 'The process of carrier escape and capture is not symmetric in the presence of an 

electric field. We need to investigate the nature of this asymmetry for small fields 

(typically - 1.5 V 1 3  pm = 5 kV/cm). 

2. The energy of photons absorbed in excess of Ex is considered to be lost via 

thermalization of the photocharges. This energy is then transferred back to the 

surroundings and does not contnbute to the photovoltaic effect. The presence of the 

quantum wells may provide mechanisrns for recovering some of this lattice energy to 

be 'recycled' for themally-assisted escape of photocarrien from the quantum wells 

The principal counterpoint to this possibility is that the presence of quantum wells 

allows for the possibility of funher thermalization losses as carriers fa11 into the 

wells. 



From a thermodyoamic perspective, a photovoltaic ce11 can be regarded as a device that 

transfen energy from bodies maintained at different temperatures (6000K and 300K). A 

single bandgap ce11 represents a set of physical mechanisms whereby the energy flows 

from the high temperature body to the low temperature body and a fraction of the energy 

flow may be converted to useful work. Conceptually. a quantum well ce11 represents the 

set of mechanisms due to the single bandgap ce11 plus an additional set. Using this 

formulation, detailed entropy arguments could perhaps resolve whether it is possible to 

enhance the limiting efficiency with the quantum well cell. 

In conclusion, a simple model of quantum well interaction with a single bandgap 

ce11 has been developed. With the aid of this rnodel, a careful analysis of the available 

experimental data shows that efficiency enhancements. if they exist, are small. 

Therefore. the quantum well solar cell, as it has been proposed in Refs. 1 - 3, is not a 

practical method for achieving substantial gains in solar energy conversion efficiency. 



4 STRAIN AND RELAXATION IN MULTIPLE QUANTUM WELL 

STACKS 

This chapter describes an experirnent carried out to investigate the effects of 

strain and strain relaxation on a series of multiple quantum well p-i-n photodiodes. The 

work was submitted to and published in the Journal of Applied Physics. My 

contribution to the work includes: design of the experirnent and of the epitaxial layers in  

collaboration with Ahmed Bensaada, rnodest participation in the growth of the samples, 

acquisition and analysis of the XRD data for the expenment, fabrication of the 

photodiode structures. acquisition and anaiysis of the field-dependent photocurrent data, 

determination of the quantum wel1 and band alignment parameters from the available 

data using the compter program provided by Mario Beaudoin. analysis of the quantum- 

confined Stark effect and 1 was responsable for writing the manuscript. 
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ABSTRACT 

Strained-layer multiple quantum well (MQW) LnAsPhP optical modulators 

have been fabricated from layers grown by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy. The 

devices are a series of p-i(MQW)-n photodiodes in which the active core regions consist 

nominally of 25 penods of 10 nm InAsP quantum wells of 4.4%, 10.0%, 15.6% and 

26.4% As composition separated by 10 nm InP barriers. Structural parameters for the 

samples were obtained using high-resolution x-ray diffraction rocking cuwes and 

transmission electron microscopy. The senes contains samples with both coherently 

strained and partially relaxed multi-layers, where the relaxation is characterized by 

misfit dislocations. The band offsets for the heterostructures were determined by fitting 

the energy positions of the optical absorption peaks with those computed using the 

Manin-Bastard mode1 for strained-layer superlattices [as in M. Beaudoin et al.. Phys. 

Rev. B 53, 1990 (1996)l. The conduction band discontinuities thus obtained are linear 

in the As composition (7.56 f 0.08 meV per As % in the inAsP iayer) at low and room 

temperature for As concentrations up to 39%, and up to 17% average relaxation. 

Cornparisons between the coherently strained and partially relaxed samples 

demonstrated a broadening of optical transition linewidths due to relaxation which 

appears to be of minor consequence for optical modulator devices as the essential 

optical and electrical properties remain intact. The electric field-dependent red-shift of 



the n = 1 electron-heavy hole transition was measured by a photocurrent method and 

found to be enhanced in structures with lower bamer heights. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The growth of alloy semiconductor thin films to create the desired energy band 

structure for a device application often involves strained-layer epitaxy. In the case of III- 

V semiconductor lasers, the benefits of strain-induced modifications to the valence band 

structure of the material are w idely recognizedl lL3*". Device designs seek to maximize 

these benefits by introducing the largest possible strains without compromising the 

integity of the crystal. But. it is difficult to avoid introducing at least some misfit 

dislocations into the device layers. In large lattice mismatch heteroepitaxy, misfit 

dislocation networks (MDNs) are deliberately introduced via buffer layers to relieve 

stress in the layers and control the relaxation pr~esss*6~7g8*9. Dislocations resulting from 

relaxation are therefore present in many strained-layer devices and studying how they 

may affect overall device performance is of prime importance. For example, the 

dislocations in the active layers of semiconductor lasers are efficient non-radiative 

recombination centers and play a role in both rapid and gradua1 degradation 

processes'0*11*'2*13. In transistors and transport devices, dislocations aci as effective 

scattering potentials and introduce deep trap states14*" with deleterious effects on the 



electronic mobility and high frequency operation. Very low defect densities in the active 

layers of these devices are usually catastrophic for both performance and reliability. 

p-i-n photodiode devices appear not to be as senously affected by the presence 

of moderate MDN densities in their layer structures. This is mostly due to two factors. 

Fint, relaxation and stress relief in strained systems can proceed principally via the 

formation of MDNs near the interfaces bordering a strained layerI5? In this case, there 

can be few dislocations threading through the core section of the strain layer or 

superlattice forming the main light absorbing region of a photodiode and good optical 

absorption characteristics are preserved. Secondly, both the photonic and electrical 

power densities in these devices are usually very low so that little energy is available to 

perturb the defect states and drive further plastic relaxation of the crystal. Relaxed 

layers have previously been used to fabricate InAsPhP multi-quantum well (MQW) p- 

i-n optical mod~lators~ '*~~ based on the quantumîonfined Stark effectlg (QCSE). where 

the InAsP grown on InP is compressively strained with a mismatch of up to 3.23%. The 

structural and optical properties of InAsPhP multi-quantum well structures (MQWSs) 

have also been snidied using high resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) and 

transmission electron rnicroscopy (TEM) to characterize both coherently strained and 

relaxed structures20*" ; in w hic h, the Manin-Bastard envelope function formalism2' 

was used to fit the optical absorption transition peaks to the quantum well energy leveis. 

These stmcnird studies confirrned that the relaxation in this system for moderate suains 



does indeed proceed via the generation of MDNs locdized at the interfaces bordering 

the InAsPhP MQWS. Thus, the MQW optical modulator in the InAsPlInP strained- 

layer system is a good candidate with which to study some of the effects of relaxation on 

device performance. In this paper. we present structural and optical characterizations of 

a series of InAsPhP MQW layen and optical modulator devices which were fabricated 

with these layers. The As compositions and MQW layer thicknesses in the series were 

chosen to give smples with increasing degrees of relaxation. The operation of these 

devices appears not to be significantly affected by the presence of relaxation and we 

argue that the QCSE modulator may be an example of a device where strain relaxation 

and dislocations do not seriously affect the high frequency operation. 

II. EXPERMENT 

The epitaxial layers for this study were prepared by low-pressure metdorganic 

vapor phase epitaxy (LP-MOVPE) using uimethyl-indium, tertiarybutyl-arsine and 

phosphine precunors, and doped with diethyl-zinc and silane. The epilayer growth on S- 

doped ( 4 x 1 0 ' ~  cm'3) InP (001) substrates was carried out wing Pd-purified H- 7 as a 

carrier gas and with a substrate temperature of 600 OC, a reactor pressure of 40 Torr and 

a total gas flow rate of 2880 sccm? We estirnate that the flow velocity at the substrate 

under these conditions is 60 crn/s. The nominal layer and device structure for the 

samples is shown in Figure 4.1 and detailed in Table 4-1. mod03. mod04, mod05, 



Au:Zn alloy contact 

300 nm 1nP:Zn pdoped cap (- 5 x IO1' ) 

25 X (10 nm InAs,P,-, 1 10 nm InP) - - undoped multi-quantum welI structure - 

100 nm InP undoped buffer 

InP:S n-doped substrate (- 2 x 1 0lx ) 

Au:Ge:Ni dloy contact 

Figure 4.1 Nominal layer and device structure for p-i(mu1ti-quantum-weI1)-n opticai 
modulators. 

modo6 and modo7 were grown in a single senes and the devices were fabricated in a 

single batch. modo7 is a control sample identical to the other samples in the series but 

with the MQWS replaced by a single unintempted section of undoped InP. modo2 was 

produced in a different run using the same growth parameters but differs from the othen 

in the thicknesses and number of its constituent layersZ4. However, it has been 

extensively characterized by TEM, HRXRD and optical absorption and many of its 

suucmrai characteristics have been precisely determined? It serves as an important 

reference and is included in the current discussion. 



Table 4-1. Sample listing and structural parameters obtained from high-resolution ( 1 15+/115-) and (004) XRD scans. Using 
mismatches measured with respect to InP, the fully relaxed, free-standing laitice parameter of the InAsP quantum well 
sections was deduced from a knowledge of the laitice parameters for the sirain-distorted unit cell. This was subsequently used 
to compute the As composition of the wells, hiaxial well strain and relaxation ( K ) .  Iihc is the ratio of the multi-layer 
structure thickness to the Maithews-Blükeslee cri tical limit for a layer of the average composition. 

Sample Multi-layer structure 

rnulii-quantum well siruçiure cap layer 

modo7 500 nni IriP 301) nm 

modo3 25 X (9.4 nrn InAsoWPoss J 9.4 niti InP) 280 nm 

modo5 25 X (9.8 nm InAs() iooPo& 9.8 nni InP) 290 nm 

modo6 25 X ( 10.3 nm InAk t56P0 &U/ 10.3 nm InP) 310 nm 

madû4 25 X (9.8 nm InAsolaiPo13d 9.8nrn InP) 290 nm 

modo2 50 X ( 1 1.9 nm InAs,-, L35PoBbS/ 1 j .9 nm InP) 1550 nrii 

Critical 

limi t 

hhc 

1.9 

5.2 

9.3 

17 

18 

111-plane mismatch 

( 1 1 0 1  [iio] 

< 0.001% 

c 0.00 1 th 

0.012% 0.003% 

0.079% 0.034% 

0.050% 0.024% 

Biaxial struin in 

wells 

[I IO] Ili01 

R 

[ilo] [I~o] 

-0.14% 

-0.3 1% 

-0.49% 

-0.77% -0.81 % 

-0.38% -0.41% 

c 1% 

c 1% 

5Yo 1% 

20% 9% 

23% 11% 



Both symmetric (004) and asymmetric ( 1 15+/ 1 1 5 )  HRXRD rocking curves for 

the sarnples were acquired using a Cu-Kai x-ray source and a Philips four-crystal 

diffractometer with the monochromator aligned to Ge(220). TEM sampies with < 1 10> 

surface normals were prepared by mechanical polishing followed by low-angle (4") Ar' 

ion milling at 5 keV. The ion energy was gadually reduced to 2.5 keV during the finai 

stages of thinning to reduce damage. The cross-sectionai observations were made with a 

Philips CM30 microscope operated at 300 kV. Optical absorption spectra from 8 K up 

to room temperature were rneasured for the as-grown epitaxial layers using a free-flow, 

He-circulating cryostat with optical ports and a BOMEM DA3 Fourier transfonn 

interferonietric spectrometer with a quam halogen broad-spectrum source and Ge 

photodetector. 

Following the material characterization steps, photolithographically defined 

circular device isolation mesas with diameters ranging from 100 ym to 800 ~I I  were 

formed by etching through the epitaxial layers down to the substrate in a solution of 

H C I : C H ~ C O O H : H ~ O ~ ~ .  Lift-off photolithography was used to pattern 200 nm thick 

layers of thermally evaporated Au-12% wt. Ge alloy metal onto the n-bP substrate and 

Au-10% wt.Zn alioy metal onto the p-doped cap. The sarnples were subjected to a 

single flash anneal cycle of 2 s at 300 OC to improve the contact resistivity. 



In forward bias, tum-on voltages for the diodes ranged from 0.7 V to 1.0 V. 

Reverse-bias behavior varied from avalanche breakdown starting near -6 V up to Zener 

breakdown in excess of -15 V. Room temperature measurements of the electric field- 

induced Stark shift of the quantum well optical transitions were performed by detecting 

the photocurrent response of the diodes as a function of reverse bias voltage using a 

tungsten lamp source, 0.1 m scanning monochrornator and lock-in amplifier. 

Temperature-dependent photocurrent spectra from 295 K down to I l  K were also 

measured for rnod02, where the sample was attached to a copper cold-finger mount and 

placed in a close cycle He-cooled cryostat with appropriate optical access ports. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Structural characterization 

The HRXRD results are surnmarized in Table 4-1 and typical (004) rocking 

curves for the sarnples are displayed in Figure 4.2. The HRXRD data were analyzed 

with a combination of compter simulations of the rocking curves using dynarnical 

diffraction theorJ6 and some formai calculations. Details of the HRXRD analysis used 

can be found in Refs. 27,28,29 and 30. The three orthogonal components ([OOl], [1b], 

and [Il01 ) of the average MQWS rnismatch with respect to InP, as defined by 
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Figure 4.2 Symmetric (004) reflection high-resolution x-ray diffraction rocking curves. 
The arrows indicate the approximate positions of separate peaks due to tensilely-strained 
InP material in the samples where plastic relaxation has been detected (see Table 4-1). 



were determined from relative displacements of the zero order MQWS peaks with 

respect to the InP substrate peak in the HRXRD spectra. These mismatches gave the 

[ûûl], [ I~o] ,  and [Il01 lattice constants for the strain-distorted unit cell; from which the 

lattice constant of the free-standing, fully relaxed unit cell. a,, for the MQWS was 

recovered assuming a tetragonal distortion due to biaxial strain in the (001) plane. The 

average As composition of the MQWS was then obtained from a,,, by linear 

interpolation (Vegard's law) between the lattice constants of InAs and InP. Finally, frorn 

a knowledge of the lattice constants of the free-standing and distorted cubic cells, the 

biaxial strain in both wells and barriers was detennined. For sarnples with plastic 

relaxation, the tensile strain in the barriers and cap layers is by definition the in-plane 

mismatch. 

The ratios of the total MQWS thicknesses to their corresponding critical 

limits3 1.32 for the formation of misfit dislocations has also been calculated and listed in 

Table 4-1 by considering the MQWS as single epitaxial layer of its average composition 

grown on a thick substrate. The relaxation, R , was computed using 



where a,, is one of the in-plane lattice constants. 

We did not detect any relaxation in modo3 (1.9 hc) and modo5 (5.2 hc) and 

consider them to be coherently strained. However, the Matthews and Blakeslee critical 

iimits for the generation of misfit dislocations in equilibrium structures have been 

exceeded so these are metastable structures and a very low density of misfit dislocations 

is possibly present in the two samples. modo6 (9.3 hc) is slightly-relaxed and likely has 

a low density MDN at the MQWWbuffer interface. modû4 (17 hc) and modo2 (18 hc) 

show very clear evidence of plastic relaxation. The TEM micrographs for modû4 

(shown in Figure 4.3) and modo2 (shown in Ref. 21) confirrned the presence of MDNs 

at the MQWShuffer and MQWSIcap interfaces. The relaxation is anisotropic (see Table 

4-0 and has proceeded first via the generation of misfit dislocation lines paraIIel to [I?o] 

followed eventually by the same process dong [ I I01  33. 

The relaxation c m  also be observed qualitatively in the evolution of the 

symmetric (004) rocking curves of Figure 4.2. The spectra for modo3 and modo5 show 

sharp, intense peaks with the presence of finite thickness fringes, indicative of good layer 

perfection. The loss of such thickness fringes would be a good first indication of the 





presence of rnisfit  dislocation^.^^ The diffraction peaks for modo6 have a sirnilar form 

to those of the coherently strained samples but the thickness fringes have disappeared 

and a slight broadening is detectable indicating that significant numbers of defects are 

just beginning to be introduced into the crystal at this strain energy. Dislocations distort 

the diffracting Bragg planes and cause broadening of the diffraction peaks.'8 The 

broadening that increases in the modo4 and modo2 peaks is due to their higher MDN 

densities. A small shoulder to the right of the substrate peak, indicated by the arrows. is 

perceptible in the spectra of mod06. modo4 and rnod02. This corresponds to the signal 

from the InP material in the barriers and cap layer that is in tensile strain as a result of 

the plastic relaxation. These peaks shift to the nght with increasing tensile strain as the 

in-plane mismatch increases. Note that the first order satellite peak of the MQWS in the 

modo4 spectmm is predicted to be nearly coincident with the substrate signal (the 

geometric mean of the zeroeth order and second order peaks). This indicates that the 

feature to the right of the substrate is largely due to the tensile-strained bmiers and cap 

layer. In mod02, the shoulder remains closer to the substrate signal than in modW 

because the relaxation of the cap layer away from the MQWS is greater. The resolution 

in Figure 4.2 does not allow a precise determination but HRXRD scans using the 

diffractorneter in its triple-axis mode with an additional analyzer at the detector 

confirmed the presence of separate substrate and tensilely-strained InP peaks. The 

triple-mis measurements and TEM micrographs also showed that the MQWSkap 

relaxation is more severe in modo2 than in mod04. 



B. Optical absorption 

The optical absorption spectra at 8 K and 295 K are displayed in Figure 4.4. 

These spectra are well-complemented by photoluminescence measurements that have 

also been performed on these samples and will be presented elsewhere". Here. we focus 

the discussion exclusively on the behavior of the n = 1 electron-heavy hole (e l -hh 1)  and 

electron-light hole (e 1 -1h 1 ) band-edge transitions. The excitonic features associated with 

these opticai transitions are identified with arrows and the absorption curves are 

displayed in the dimensionless units of the absorption coefficient. a times the 

interaction length, d. For reference. the absorption coefficient due to the el-hhl 

transition in sample modû4, after nonnalizing to the total width of quantum well 

material, is -24000 cm" at 8 K and -1 1000 cm" at 295 K. Higher order transitions, 

such as those associated with the n = 2 levels, are visible in most of the spectra and 

excitons associated with the InP band edge (- 1.424 eV) are also weil-resolved at 8 K. 

Notice that these latter excitons are slightly red-shifted in the modo6 ( 15.6% As) and 

modo4 (26.4% As) spectra due to the relaxation-induced tensile strain in the InP barrier 

and cap sections. There is significant relaxation in modo2 as well but the red-shifting is 

less evident because modo2 contains a much thicker InP buffer that is coherent with the 

substrate, and a thick cap that has relaxed away from the MQWS. modo2 (13.5% As) 

also contains -2.4 times more quantum well matenal than the other sarnples; hence the 
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Figure 4.4 Absolute optical absorption specira for the as-grown epitaxial layers listed in Table I ai a) T = 8 K and b) T = 295 K. The 
n = I electron-heavy hole (e 1-hh 1)  and electron-light hole (el-lhl) transitions are identifird with arrows. The full width half maxinia 
(FWHM) at T = 8 K and at T = 295 K for the el-hh l transitions are surnniarized in the inset tables. 



sharper appearance of the modo2 absorption features relative to the other samples at 295 

K is mostly a scaling effect. 

In modo3 (4.4% As), the n = 1 electronic level is only - 18 meV below the barrier 

level. and therefore less than the thermal energy at 295 K. Despite this, we had expected 

an excitonic feature to be clearly resolvable at 295 K because room-temperature 

excitonic features have been observed in shallow GaAs/AIGaAs MQWSS". The lack of 

a clear excitonic feature at room-temperature for modo3 is due to the strain splitting of 

the hh 1 and lh 1 valence band levels. As a result, the modo3 absorption spectmm at 295 

K comprises two broad excitonic features separated by only -9 meV. 

Using the summary of absorption linewidths (see inset tables in Figure 4.4) as a 

guide to study the absorption spectra, we attribute the linewidth broadening trends to 

three main factors: temperature, alloy disordering and relaxation. Temperature 

broadening effects add from 3.6 to 4.7 meV to the half widths and can be explained by 

LO phonon scattering of the ex ci ton^^^*^^. We attribute the broadening trend in the low 

temperature spectra for the sarnples without relaxation, modo7 (0% As), modo3 (4.4% 

As) and modo5 (10.0% As), to alloy disordering. This is an important effect as the 

linewidths increase rapidly with the As fraction. Unfominately, it is difficult to discem 

clearly a broadening trend due to relaxation from that of ailoy disorder in the subsequent 



samples modo6 ( 15.6470 As), modW (26.4% As) and modo2 ( 13.5% As), because both 

increase with the As fraction. 

A precise determination of the bmier heights and quantum well transition energy 

levels was made using the Manin-Bastard envelope function rn~del' ' .~~ and the 

structural and optical absorption data. Details of the calculation method and procedure 

c m  be found in Refs. 20, 21 and 22. First. the structural parameters of the preceding 

section were used as inputs in the model. considering the average value of the [1k] and 

[I 101 relaxation. From this, the model predicted the optical transitions for the sarnples 

for a given specification of the heterostmcture conduction band offset, 6Ec. Next, the 

excitonic binding energies and red-shift due to the built-in field had to be accounted for 

independently. Accordingly, nominal windows of 9 t 3 meV and 6 i 3 meV (the 

reduced mass of the e 1 -hh 1 system is - 1.5 times that of the e 1 -1h 1 system) were assigned 

for the binding energies of the hh and lh excitons, respectively. The red-shift of the e l -  

hh 1 and e 1 -1h 1 transitions for mod03. mod05, modo6 and modo4 due to the built-in field 

of - 17 kWcm was estimated to be - 1 meV (see next section). The red-shift in modo2 

was negligible because its undoped section is -3.2 times thicker than that of the other 

samples, giving a built-in field of only -5 kV/cm. Finally, an optimal fit to the measured 

optical transitions was obtained by sweeping 6Ec. 



In Figure 4.5, the results for 6Ec corresponding to the best fits are plotted against 

the As fraction in the InAsP quantum wells. Al1 the points from Refs. 20 and 21 have 

been plotted dong with those obtained in the current study. The plot of Figure 4.5 

represents 20 band offset fits perfonned at 8 K and at room temperature on 1 1 inAsP/InP 

MQWSs. The 1 1 MQWSs span a range of As fractions from 4.4% to 38.98; of which 7 

300 1 v 295 K coherently-strained 
A 8 K coherently-strained 4' 
t 295 K strain-relaxed f ' 

8 K strain-reiaxed /- d 
modo4 ,/ 

150 
cd 
011 
g l o o a  .- 
Ci, 

O - 

As composition (%) 

Figure 4.5 Dependence of the absolute conduction band discontinuity, 6Ec (meV), on 
the As composition. x, of the InAs,Pi., quantum wells. The data points corresponding to 
samples in the current study are identified with arrows. The other points correspond to 
samples in Refs. 20 and 21. The linear least squares fit of the al1 the data points gives a 
dope of 7.56 f 0.08 meV/As%. 



stmctures are coherently strained and 4 structures bave varying degrees of plastic 

relaxation. We observe that Sc has a simple linear dependence on the As fraction (7.56 

t 0.08 meV/As%). In terms of the relative band offset, represents 75.8 i 2.7 % of 

the total strained band gap difference SE,. This linear dependence is consistent with the 

compressive biaxiai well strain (%) 

Figure 4.6 Dependence of the n = 1 electron-heavy hole (e 1 -hh 1) and electron-light 
hole (e 1 -1h 1 ) transition energy difference, as measured by optical absorption (Figure 
4.4), on the compressive biaxial strain in the InAsP quantum wells, as measured by x- 
ray diffraction (Table 4-1). The inset diagram (top left) illustrates the modification of 
the quantum well band gap due to compressive strain. 



predictions of the quantum dipole mode1 of  erso off.""^ 

An intemal consistency check for the general accuracy of this analysis was 

performed. In Figure 4.6, the difference between the e 1-lhl and el-hhl optical 

transition energies, as measured by optical absorption. is plotted against the compressive 

biaxial strain in the InAsP quantum wells determined from the structural 

characterizaiion by HRXRD. The inset in Figure 4.6 illustrates the strain-induced 

modifications to the well and barrier band gaps described by the strain Harniltonian of 

Pikus and ~ir" ' .  Biaxial strain in the LnAsP quantum wells introduces two general 

modifications to the band gap. First, the entire valence band structure is displaced 

relative to the conduction band by the hydrostatic deformation of the crystal. Then, the 

hh and lh bands are split by the shear deformation of the crystd. The case illustrated in 

the diagram is for coherent, compressive strain in the InAsP quantum wells. Any 

relaxation of the MQWS away from the substrate would introduce similar modifications 

to the InP barrier due to tensile strain. The influence of the strain anisotropy in the 

relaxed samples is negligibie".J1 and the average of the[li0] and [Il01 strains has been 

used. For small strains, the hh 1-lh 1 energy spiitting induced by the shear term should 

have a nearly linear dependence on the biaxial well strain4?. Therefore, we expect the 

hhl-lhl energy difference to consist of a linear terni due to the biaxial strain and an 

approximately constant term due to the binding energy difference between heavy and 

light hole excitons. The plot of Figure 4.6 this and the linear l e s t  squares 



estimate for the intercept of 3.4 -1 1.2 meV is in agreement with Our previous 

assumptions about the exciton binding energies. 

C. Quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) 

The photocurrent response of modo5 (10.0% As), modo6 (15.6% As), modo4 

(26.4% As) at room temperature and of modo2 (13.5% As) at I I  K as a function of 

reverse bias voltage is displayed in Figure 4.7. modo3 has not been included because 

thermal broadening makes it impossible to accurately detennine the position of the el- 

hhl transition at room temperature. Using the photocurrent spectra and the optical 

absorption spectra, we estimated the eiectric field-induced red-shift of the e 1-hh 1 optical 

transition and the change in the optical absorption coefficient. Aa The analyses in the 

preceding sections provided an accurate knowledge of the quantum weil widths, barrier 

heights and energy levels for both conduction and valence bands. This allowed a 

calculation of the expected QCSE energy shift based on the 'effective well width' 

methodl9 (see Appendix). The measured and calculated energy shifts for modo5 (10.0% 

As), mod06 (15.6% As) and modo4 (26.44 As) are plotted in Figure 4.8 and the key 

parameters and results for the e 1-hhl transitions in these samples are summarized in 

Table 4 4 .  The field dependence of the exciton binding energy is a comparatively small 

effect and has been neglected in the approximation. 
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Table 4-11 Parameters used in the effective well width calculatioii. The barrier heights and El energies were obtüioed from 
the Marzin-Bastard envelope function calculation of the quantum well energies. El is the energy of the first quantized level 
with respect to the bottom of the well. The effective masses in the direction of the eleciric field are not significantly affected 
by strain so the values listed arc: Iinear interpolations between lnAs and InP. The effective well widths are "equivalent" 
infinite well widths chosen such thüt the zero-field El energies müich. Aa is the rneasured field-induced absorption 
coefficient change in each structure and the voltage ai which it  is attained. 

Quantum well region Barrier heighîs E l  levels Effective niasses Effective well Au 

widths 

Sample well As e 1 hhl e 1 hhl e 1 hhl el hhl 

width content 

(nm) (%) (nieV) (ineV) (nicVj (nicV) ( 1110) ( 1% (nni) (nin) (cm-') + 201) 

mod05 9.8 10.0 73 25 20 3.5 0.0734 0.626 16.0 13.0 2800 @ -1.0 V 

modo6 10.3 15.6 113 39 24 3.7 0.0703 0.6 1 3 15.1 12.0 3100 @ -1.5 V 

mod04 9.8 26.4 204 52 32 4.3 0.0642 0.587 13.5 12.2 3200 @ -2.5 V 
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Figure 4.8 The field-dependent energy red-shift of the quantum well levels for modo5 
(10.0% As), modo6 (15.6% As) and modû4 (26.4% As) determined from the 
photocurrent curves (Figure 4.7). The shift as approximated by the effective well width 
rnethod using the parameters in is included for cornparison. 

A a  does not Vary significantly arnong modo5 (10.0% As), modo6 (15.6% As) 

and modo4 (26.4% As) despite the differences in well depths, and degree of relaxation. 

The energy shifts in the relaxed samples are not detectably affected by the dislocations. 

The devices with shallower weils have less relaxation. less alloy disorder and hence 

sharper zero-field excitons but dso field ionize more easily. There is good agreement 

between measured curves and the effective well width approximation in the low to 

moderate field range. At higher fields, and especidly for lower banier heights, electron 

and hole wave functions penetrate significantly into the finite barriers and the 



approximation based on an infinite well loses validity. Under such conditions, the quasi- 

triangular bmier at the edge of the finite well is poorly approximated by the effective 

infinite well. Ultimately, al1 three devices give nearly the same change in absorption 

coefficient but this is achieved at significantly lower fields in the devices with shallower 

wells. 

The behavior of modo2 is more difficult to analyze. In Figure 4.7d. we display 

the photocunent spectra acquired ai I l  K because of its improved resolution. The usual 

field-induced broadening of the e 1-hh 1 and e 1-lh 1 excitonic levels is clearly apparent 

but withhouut any appreciable red-shift. This is similar to simple field ionization of 

excitons by an electric field in the direction parallel to the quantum wells. However, the 

exciton peak remains well-resolved at an electric field of -42 kV/crn (-8 V), a value 

well beyond the unconfined ionization field. The exciton broadens as if it were 

quantum-confined. It is unlikely that this is due simply to the presence of dislocations 

because the relaxation characteristics of modo2 are quite similar to those of mod04. 

However, unlike modO4. modo2 contains much thicker buffer and spacer layers. The 

MQWS in modo2 is separated from the heavily doped contact layers on both sides by 

-360 nm spacer layers of undoped InP. These spacer layen containing MDNs could 

affect the process of photo-carrier collection and partly explain the behavior. modo2 is 

currently under continued investigation. 



IV. DISCUSSION 

In every sample. the widths of the individual InAsP quantum wells are below the 

Matthews-Plakeslee critical limit for Iattice dislocations while it has been exceeded for 

the MQWS. The relaxation is therefore characterized by the generation of MDNs at the 

outer interfaces of the MQWS. This causes a broadening of the optical absorption 

transitions. The dislocations penurb the crystalline energy band structure presumably in 

a manner similar to the way they diston the diffracting Bragg planes and broaden peaks 

in the HRXRD rocking curves. However, the number of defects in the core of the 

MQWS is sufficiently low that no dislocations threading through the MQWS in cross- 

section TEM rneasurements have been observed for either of the two extreme cases, 

modo4 ( 1  7 hc) and modo2 (1  8 hc). Thus as expected, the absorption and photocurrent 

spectra show that the good optical absorption properties of the Iight-absorbing intrinsic 

sections has been preserved. This is the first criterion that must be satisfied for the use 

of relaxed layers in photodiode devices. 

The second criterion to be satisfied is the preservation of the essential electricai 

characteristics of the diodes in reverse bias. In-plane charge transport is seriously 

compromised by MDNs but the geometry of photodiodes is more forgiving. For 

example, it has been shown that MDNs in the InGaAs base region of 

AiGaAs/InGaAs/GaAs heterojunction bipolar transistors generally do not influence the 



DC electrical behavior14. The operation of a QCSE optical modulator depends on the 

generation of rapid changes in the electnc field across the MQWS junction; which in 

tum, is detemined by charge transport to the heavily doped contact layers and 

capacitance effects across the junction. Because this does not rely on the transport of 

charge across the junction and through the MDNs. the generation and high frequency 

modulation of electric fields in the MQWS junction will not be greatly influenced by 

MDNs. The exception is at high fields near avalanche breakdown where the srnall 

number of dislocations that thread through the MQWS junction could facilitate charge 

leakage and the breakdown process. However. QCSE modulators are typically operated 

well below breakdown fields. 

A more important concem is the effect of MDNs on the electric field unifomity. 

Non-uniformities could create significant field components parallel to the quantum wells 

and cause premature field broadening. In al1 the relaxed sarnples except mod02, the 

MDNs have formed very close to the heavily doped contact layers. The electncal 

response on the part of dislocation loops that extend into the contact layers is 

ovenvhelmingly screened by the large quantities of mobile charge. Hence, only the parts 

of the MDNs present in the undoped regions may appreciably affect the electric field. 

Placing the contact layers near the MQWS limits the extent of these potentiaily 

troublesome sections by making them very thin. As a result, the QCSE measurements in 



mod05, modo6 and modo4 have demonstrated that the MDNs generdly do not affect the 

electric field uniformity across the layers at the typical operating voltages. 

We also need to consider that MDNs may affect the transport of photo-charge 

away from the junction. Optical absorption in QCSE modulators may saturate when the 

photo-charge cannot be efficiently cleared from the quantum wells in the core of the 

MQWS'" but the junction can typically never be overwhelmed by photo-charge densities 

large enough to saturate the electric field. In these devices, the gross removal of such 

photocharge from the junction is essentially a dc process and hence largely unaffected by 

MDNs. It is important to remember, however, that while the dc characteristics of charge 

transport can be generally unaffected by moderate MDN densities. the high frequency 

charactenstics are seriously compromised. This is a critical consideration if the 

photodiode is to serve as a high speed detector. In such a case, the effect of MDNs on 

the c h e r  mobility limits the frequency response of the diode. Noise and dark current 

characteristics are also compromiseds. A good strategy for minimizing any undesirable 

effects in al1 cases is to bury the MDNs in the heavily doped contact layers. 

Finally. we observe that the energy shift per unit electric field is clearly greater in 

the simples with shallower wells in agreement with sirnilar results in the 

~ a A s / A l ~ a ~ s ~ ~  system. This is a result of the influence of the finite barrier height on 

the energy of the first quantized level with respect to the bottom of the well, El .  As an 



alternative to the usual ~*F'L' dependenceW. the shift cm be shown to be dependent on 

F'L'IEI (see Appendix); where m* is the effective mass, F is the electric field and L is 

the quantum well width. Thus for two MQW systems having the sarne e 1-hh l transition 

energy, the one with wider andlor shallower wells will have a smaller El and 

demonstrate a larger shift for the same electric field. The use of shallower wells may not 

improve the maximum absorption coefficient change because of increased field 

b r~aden in~"~* '~  of the excitonic feature, but an opticai modulator using shallower wells 

may acliieve useful on/off contrast ratios at lower fields. This is an important 

consideration for high-speed applications with severe drive voltage limitations". 

The barrier height effect indicates that a clear advantage exists for structures 

with large conduction band offsets. There is considerable evidence thai field-induced 

broadening of the excitonic transitions is determined by the electronic confinement. 

Compared to the valence band, the conduction band wave functions are less well- 

confined and field-assisted electronic tunneling probabilities can be significant at 

relatively low fields 45.46,48 . For two heterostructures differing only in their band offsets, 

the shift will be enhanced in the one with the smaller valence band discontinuity since 

the valence band term dominates. At the sarne time, the enhanced electronic 

confinement in this structure will dso improve the resistance of the exciton to field 

ionization. In particular, it rnay be interesting to compare the performance of strain- 

relaxed InAsP/InGaAsP/InP, or even InAsPhAsPhP, MQW modulators with lattice- 



matched I . n ~ a A s ~ l l n ~ a ~ s ~ / T n ~ ~ ~  and I ~ G ~ A S ~ I ~ G ~ A S P I I ~ ~ ~  MQW modulators for 

high-speed, low drive voltage appiications at 1.3 pm and 1.55 p. We expect that 

broadening due to MDNs at the outer interfaces of the separate confinement 

heterostructures in properly designed strained-layer InAsP structures can be largely 

compensated by: a "faster" shift and greater resistance to opticai saturation by hole pile- 

u~~~~~~~~~ due to the smdler valence band offset, supenor electronic confinement due to 

the larger conduction band offset, reduced ailoy disorder broadening and simplified 

growth conditions. 

S trained-layer In A s P h P  p-i(MQW)-n optical rnodulators have been fabricated 

by MOVPE using layers with varying degrees of strain and relaxation. The samples 

have been characterized and analyzed using complementary HRXRD. TEM and optical 

absorption methods. We demonstrate in agreement with Refs. 20 and 21 that, following 

a determination of the multi-layer structural parameters, the e l -hh 1 and e 1 -1h 1 optical 

transition energies for such strained-iayer superlattices may be accurately reproduced 

using the Manin-Bastard model. Further evidence has been presented to support the 

hypothesis that the conduction band discontinuity for the InAsPhP heterostructure 

follows a simple linear dependence on the As composition. Lower ban=ier heights in the 

MQWSs were found to enhance the QCSE red-shift and reduce the dnve field. This 



latter result showed that QCSE optical modulator performance cm be improved by 

using heterostmctures with large conduction band offsets. Misfit dislocation networks 

resulting from plastic relaxation at the interfaces bordering the MQWSs broaden optical 

absorption linewidths and degrade rnodulator performance but the devices can continue 

to function quite acceptably. If such partially relaxed structures can be stable, the use 

and control of misfit relaxation will in some instances allow a greater latitude in the 

design and fabrication of strained-layer materials and devices. 
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APPENDIX: EFFECT OF FINITE BARRIER HEIGHT ON THE QUANTUM- 

CONF INED STARK EFFECT 

An electric field applied perpendicular to a quantum well causes the discrete 

levels of the well to red-shift. However, the excitonic transitions associated with these 

levels cm continue to be well-defined for fields that are many times the usual bulk 



ionization field because the conduction and valence band wave functions remain highly 

localized due to the quantum confinement. Thus according to Miller et ai.,I9 large field- 

dependent changes in the baqd edge optical absorption are possible because the main 

excitonic transition at the band edge red-shifts appreciabl y before field broadening 

becomes severe. 

The problem of electric field-dependent energy levels in a superlattice was first 

treated by Bastard et akJ4 using a variational method. The problem has since been 

studied by a variety of increasingly sophisticated rnethods 19.4~,~6.38,52.~3.54 . The central 

issue in al1 formulations is that there do not exist any true bound states of the system for 

non-zero eiectric fields. Instead. we seek approximations to quasi-bound states that are 

long-lived. The usual strategy is to modify the band structure in the periphery of the 

quantum well to render the problem suitable for computation. Some recent approaches 

have given precise solutions for a wide variety of superlattice structures and electric field 

conditions 45.46.18.54 . However, these meihods are complex and can obscure some of the 

fundamental physics. The original approach of Bastard et al.,u later extended by Miller 

et continues to be a very usehl guide for designing optoelectronic devices because 

it provides an excellent insight into the physicd situation. In this treatment of the 

problem, the response of the finite well to an applied electric field is approximated by 

the response of a wider infinite well, chosen so that their zero-field energy levels match 

(see Figure 4.9). An exact solution to the infinite well problem exists and the variational 



Figure 4.9 The effective well width approximation. 

calculation of Ref. 44 gives an expression for the red-shift of the n = I energy level, 

AË, , in the low-field lirnit as: 

where m ' is the effective m a s ,  e is the electronic charge, F is the electric field and 

L, is the width of the effective infinite quantum well. This gives the well-known 

-m ' F ' L> dependence of the red-shift. Equaiion (Al)  may be rewritten as: 



with 

Hence, the red-shift varies as - F ' ~5~ / E, . In this paper. the solution to the zero-field 

finite well problem for E, has been given by an envelope function calculation using the 

Marzin-Bastard model, but a first approximation for multi-quantum well structures 

may be obtained by solving the usual relations for a single finite well: 

and 



-.- valence band 
d- conduction band 

barrier height (meV) 

Figure 4.10 The effect of variations in the finite barrier height on the QCSE calculated 
using the effective well width approximation for a typical InAsPhP quantum well in 
the presence of a 50 kVlcm electric field. 

where V is the barrier height. We make the distinction between the width of the finite 

well, L, , and the width of the effective infinite well, Le* . El is the energy of the first 

quantized level with respect to the bottom of thefinite well. Hence, the utility of (A2) is 

that it gives the dependence of the red-shift rxplicitly on E, and L,; which are 

functions of L, and the barrier height V . 



Heuristically, energy levels close to the bottom of the well "experience" greater 

changes in the local energy structure following the application of an electric field and 

follow more closely the contours of the field-distorted quantum well. Consequently, the 

red-shift per unit field is larger for these levels. The asymptotic limit as El tends to 

zero is eFL, / 2  by geometrical inspection. The dependence of a, in (A2) on V for 

sarnple conditions in an InP-based quantum well is plotted in Figure 4.10. Most of the 

red-shift is developed in the valence band because it has a smaller E, due to the larger 

effective m a s .  Some caution should be exercised in interpreting the result as shallower 

wells giving larger shifts also suffer from enhanced field broadening. The present 

experiment with InAsPhP quantum wells has shown that the excitonic features in the 

room temperature absorption spectra of quantum wells with electronic barriers of - 70 

meV (mod05) are completely washed out by field broadening at only 30 - 40 kV/cm. 

Hence, efforts to reduce electronic barriers below this are dubious. Altematively, Figure 

4.10 shows that useful gains in a,, and henceu ,  , should be possible by diminishing 

the hole barriers into the sub-60 meV range. Whether or not using shallower and wider 

wells can enhance the maximal absorption coefficient change depends upon the 

particuiar MQW structure under consideration. However, genuine reductions in drive 

field should be possible in most cases. 



5 BAND ALIGNMENT ENGINEERING FOR THE QUANTUM- 

CONFINED STARK EFFECT 

"For two heterostructures differing only in their band offsets, the shift will be 

enhanced in the one with the smaller valence band discontinuity since the valence band 

term dominates. At the sarne time, the enhanced electronic confinement in this structure 

will also improve the resistance of the exciton to field ionitation." These concluding 

remarks of the previous chapter indicate that the ideal structure for a quantum-confined 

Stark effect application should incorporate an asymmetric band iine-up with 

disproportionately large conduction band offset. if we are able to amve at an 

understanding of the physical mechanism of the quantum-confined Stark effect and 

obtain some quantitative estimates for the degree of band line-up asyrnmetry required, it 

will then be possible to begin the design of optimal structures. This chapter presents a 

discussion of sorne important issues involved in the design and realization of the rnulti- 

quantum well stack for the quantum-confined Stark effect devices. The work has been 

prepared and subrnitted for publication as two papers. The fint is a rapid 

communication presenting only the central idea and the second is a long detailed 

treatment. Since there is overlap between the content of the two manuscripts, only the 

second, longer manuscript is presented in this chapter. The shorter manuscript is 

included as an appendix to this thesis (see page 156). For the rapid communication. 

"Band aiignment strategy for efficient optical modulation in quantum-confined Stark 



effect devices." my contributions to the work included: the main idea, data analysis and 

model calculations and 1 was responsable for writing the manuscript. For the longer 

paper, "Band alignement engineering for high-speed, low drive voltage quantum- 

confined Stark effect devices," my contributions to the work included: establishment of 

the main idea, data analysis and model calculations, design of the InAsP/InGaP sampies 

(in collaboration with P. Desjardins and L. Isnard), fabrication and characterization of 

the photodiode structures, band alignment analysis on the sarnples (with the aid of the 

cornputer program provided by M. Beaudoin) and 1 was responsable for writing the 

manuscript. 
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Abstract 

An analysis and discussion of the device physics for the quantum-confined Stark effect 

based on barrier height and band alignment considerations is presented. It identifies two 

important design principles for band structure engineering of the multi-quantum well 

stack: 1) Due to the counterbalance relationship between field-induced redshift and 

field-induced polarization of the quantum well eigenstates, design strategies must look 

to attain an optimal balance or compromise between minimum drive field and maximum 

absorption coefficient change. This cm be achieved with an appropriate choice of the 

valence band discontinuity. 2) in III-V semiconductors, the strong asymmetry in the 

field response of the conduction and valence band eigenstates is due directly to the 

asymmetry of the conduction and valence band effective masses. As a result, optimum 

device performance is obtained by using a heterostructure with a disproportionately 

large conduction band offset to compensate the effective mass asymmetry and balance 

the field-induced wavefunction leakage in the conduction band to that in the valence 

band. The relative wavefunction leakage between conduction and valence bands is 

compared by examining tunneling currents through the quantum well barriers as a 

function of electric field and banier height. For conducrion and valence band effective 

masses of respectively 0.055 and 0.5 times the electron mass. the optimal band 

dignment requires a conduction band discontinuity 3 - 9 times greaier than the valence 

band discontinuity. Applying these design principles to high-speed. low drive voltage 



optical modulators shows that the overall performance of these devices may be 

improved by using a combination of balanced band alignments and low valence band 

barriers. The low valence band barriers reduce the drive field required to operate the 

devices, which has direct effects upon the drive voltage, device capacitance, attenuation 

coefficient and optical coupling and propagation losses. The analysis and discussion is 

supponed by experimental modulation depth and drive field data obtained from 

strained-layer multiple quantum well InAsPhP and strain-compensated InAsPhGaP 

optical modulators fabricated with layers grown on InP(00 1)  by metal-organic vapor 

phase epitaxy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The engineering of band line-ups becomes a practical method for boosting device 

performance as advances in the growth and characterization of N-N, III-V and II-VI 

semiconductor alloys continue to widen the range of heterojunctions available to device 

and system designers. In the past, only lattice-matched. or nearly lattice-matched 

heterojunctions could be grown reliably. This severely restricted the set of 

heterojunctions with different band line-ups that couid be used to fabricate a device. As 

a result, practical band Iine-up engineering was rather limited. More recently, advances 

in the understanding of growth and strain relaxation. and in the development of 

characterization methods makes it possible to produce metastable epitaxid Iayers over a 



much larger range of strains and alloy compositions. The band line-up of a 

heterojunction is strongly dependent on both the alloy compositions of its constituents 

and on the state of strain at the interface. Therefore. access to this expanding range of 

heterojunctions impacts directly on the ability to perform practical band alignrnent 

design and engineering for devices. 

The terni quantum-confined Stark effect' (QCSE) refers to the fact that quantum 

wells have enhanced band edge optical absorption properties at room temperature that 

may be significantly tuned by an electric Field. It is possible to obtain a relativeiy thick 

slab of material with these enhanced properties by forming a multiple quantum well 

stack (MQWS). By embedding the MQWS in a p-i-n photodiode, we obtain efficient 

voltage-controlled optical modulators. These photodiodes are operated in reverse bias 

and behave as simple capacitive loads whose electrical bandwidth is limited by the linear 

dimensions. So. very high operating frequencies (10 GHz - 1 THz) are achievable by 

making the devices small. The potential for impressively high modulation frequencies 

and the compatibility of the epitaxial growth and device processing with semiconductor 

diode lasers have led to widespread interest in the use of QCSE optical modulators for 

high-speed, long-range optical fiber telecommunications.'.-' QCSE modulators are also 

used as primary building blocks in more complex applications such as photonic 

switching and smart pixel a r ~ a ~ s . ' ~ ~  This naturally raises the question of how to design 

the band structure of the MQWS for QCSE applications. Surprisingly, despite a 



considerable body of material on the QCSE dating from the initiai work of Mendez et 

clear design principles for the MQWS have not been established. In this paper, we 

propose two design pnnciples and show that the design of the MQWS for QCSE devices 

may be considered a mode1 problem in band line-up engineering. 

Since the dive field required to operate QCSE optical modulators has been 

observed to decrease for decreasing valence band (VB) barrier heights? and since 

prernature de loca l i~a t ion~~~~ '~  of the conduction band (CB) eigenstate is usually the main 

reason for loss of exciton oscilIator strength with increasing field, we are Ied to conclude 

that device performance may be improved by using MQWSs with asymmetrically large 

CB offsets." In the following section, we present a theoreticai analysis on the effects of 

band alignment and barrier height variations on the device physics which concludes with 

two design principles for the band structure of the MQWS. Then, the theoretical 

analysis and design pnnciples are compared against experimental data that have been 

obtained for QCSE optical modulators fabricated from strained InAsPlInP and strain- 

compensated InAsPhGaP MQWSs grown in InP(001). Finally, the design principles 

are applied to the design of MQWSs for high speed. low drive voltage modulators for 

optical fiber teiecornrnunications. 



II. THEORY 

Using simple 'particle in a box' models, it is possible to argue convincingly that 

optimization strategies for the design of the MQWS may be denved from the fact that 

the band structure effective mass in ID-V semiconductors is significantly smdler in the 

CB compared to that in the VB. This leads directly to design principles based on 

achieving a balance between field-induced redshift and wavefunction polarization 

iquench), and a balance between the field-induced delocalization of the CB and VB 

wavefunc tions. 

A. Redshift 

An enhancernent of the redshift per unit field with decreasing barrier height is 

attributed to two mechanisrns: 

(1 )  Lowering the barrier height lowers the zero-point energy of the quantum well 

eigenstate relative to the bottom of the well and enhances its sensitivity to the energy 

gradient. 

(2) The wavefunction penetration into the barrier under field is greater for lower barriers 

which decreases the degree of spatial localization of the eigenstate in the field 

distorted corner of the quantum well. This state necessarily attains a lower zero- 



point energy than its counterpart in a quantum well with a higher barrier because of 

the uncenainty principle. 

The field-induced redshift, Ml.  of the n = 1 zero-point energy level. El .  in a quantum 

well is given approximately by7 

, , 

F -  L- 
A V E ,  

where F is the magnitude of the electric field, L is the well width and El is the energy of 

the level measured with respect to the bottorn of the quantum well at flat band. Here, 

only the optical transitions between the fundamental (n = 1 )  levels that define the 

absorption characteristics at the band edge are considered. For this discussion, the 

leading order behavior of these energy levels in MQWSs is described adequately by the 

solution for a finite rectangular well: 

and 



where 2EjL is the wave vector in the well, m* is the effective mass and V is the barrier 

height (or well deph).'' The total redshift of the optical transition between electron and 

hole levels is the sum of the separate contributions from the CB and VB. Equations 

(5-1) - (5-3) show that L. rn* and V are the principal design parameten affecting the 

redshift. 

The dependence on L suggests the use of wide wells to enhance the redshift of the 

quantum well energy levels. However, if the wells are too wide. the CB and VB 

wavefunctions can be strongly polarized when displaced to opposite sides of the well by 

an applied field and the value of the overlap integra113 between the wavefunctions 

dirninishes rapidly. This leads to a rapid reduction of the oscillator strength with applied 

field as the exciton is quenched inside the well. Hence, the maximum well width in 

QCSE applications is limited by the characteristic dimensions of the exciton system 

(equivalent Bohr radius - 10-15 nm). Typically, L is chosen to be somewhat inferior to 

the characteristic Bohr radius of the exciton so that the confinement potentid of the 

quantum well approximately matches and bolsters the weaker Coulomb potentiai. This 

illustrates an important point about the QCSE: the redshifr and quench resisrance are 

counterbalanced. Upon application of the electric field, the electron and hole eigenstates 



follow the contours of the linear energy gradient in opposing directions. A large redshift 

necessarily induces a strong polarization of the eigenstates with the corresponding 

reduction in the overlap integral and the oscillator strength of the absorption resonance. 

The converse is also true so that heterostructures exhibiting enhanced resistance to field 

quenching of the exciton resonance tend to display correspondingly less prominent 

redshifts per unit field. Since it is not possible to independently maximize redshift per 

unit field and minimize exciton quench, an optimal design for the MQWS seeks to 

balance these two considerations according to application-specific requirements. 

According to equations (5-1) - (5-3). the VI3 component makes the dominant 

contribution to the total shift since El in the VB is usually much smaller than El in the 

CB due to the much larger VB effective mass.lJ Energy levels nearer to the bottom of 

the well exhibit enhanced sensitivity to applied energy gradients and yield larger 

redshifts per unit field. In addition to localizing the wavefunction more strongly in the 

bottom of the well. a large effective m a s  also improves the quench resistance by 

decreasing penetration of the wavefunction into the barrier under field.'' In principle, a 

method for significantly modifying the effective masses along the direction of the 

confinement potential while maintaining a constant band gap (E,) could be used to 

obtain optimal structures. 
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Figure 5.1 Variation of the field-induced shift, A&, of the n = 1 conduction and valence 
band quantum well energy levels with bmier height. Usehl enhancements to the 
redshift per unit field may be achieved by using valence band barriers lower than 60 - 
100 meV. The redshift has been calculated for electrons and heavy holes in a 10 nm 
wide quantum well with an applied field of 50 kV/cm using the effective well width 
method (see Ref. 1, EWW curves) and the variational mode1 (see Ref. 13, VAR curves). 
The values for the effective masses are representative of conduction and valence band 
effective masses for InGaAsP alloys with E, - 0.8 - 1.35 eV. mo is the electron rnass. 



Figure S. 1 illustrates how changes in the barrier height, V, affect the redshift, A&, 

and shows that useful enhancements to the redshift per unit field may be achieved by 

using VB barriers lower than 60 - 100 meV. Here, the redshift has been caiculated for 

electrons and heavy holes in a 10 nm wide quantum well with an applied field of 50 

kV/crn, using the effective well width method' (EWW curves) and the variational 

model13 (VAR curves). The values for the effective masses span the range of CB and 

VB effective masses for InGaAsP alloys with E, - 0.8 - 1.35 eV. Equations (1)  - (3) 

show that El - f - V for small 5 and V. So. El has a nearly linear dependence on the 

barrier height for V < - 60 meV. On the other hand. as V increases to large values 

greater than - 100 meV, El saturates to the zero-point energy for an infinite well. 

Therefore. since AEl - 1/E,. the redshift per unit field is nearly constant for V > - 100 

meV but. as shown in Figure 5.1, increases significantly as the barrier height drops lower 

than 60 - 100 meV. Thus. it is possible to enhance the redshift per unit field and reduce 

the drive field by choosing VB barriers lower 60 - 100 meV. Less significant redshift 

enhancements are also available from the CB component. However, the wavefunctions 

in sub-100 meV CB wells are easily delocaiized by modest electric fields (- 50 kVIcm). 

The VAR curves show that the redshift actually increases with decreasing CB effective 

rnass. Hence, it increases only with increasing wavefunction delocalization. This makes 

it impractical to enhance device performance by tuning V at the CB and strategies for 

reducing drive field should therefore concentrate on ~ n i n g  V at the VB. 



The contributions to the redshift due to barrier penetration effects and the 

uncertainty principle become significant for certain combinations of low barriers, narrow 

wells andor strong fields. Under such conditions, QCSE calculations which use 

strongly-confined wavefunctions can significantly underestimate the m e  redshift. For 

small V, the effective welI width method underestimates contributions due to these 

wavefunction delocdization effects. This accounts for the main difference between the 

EWW and VAR curves in Figure 5.1. Agreement with Our experimental data is better 

for the VAR curves. Another exarnple of this effect is clearly visible in a cornparison of 

the simulated field-dependent optical absorption spectra for 'flat' and 'tilted' barriers 

computed by Yamanaka et al. (Figure 2 of Ref. 9) and by Ikeda and Ishikawa (Figure 4 

of Ref. 10). The correction due to barrier penetration effects amounts to -20% of the 

calculated redshift in Ref. 9. In the variational mode1 used to produce the VAR curves in 

Figure 5.1, this contribution to the redshift is described by a series expansion in inverse 

powers of the barrier wave vector (see equations (19) to (23) in Ref. 13). However, the 

dependence of the redshift on these wavefunction delocalization effects is difficult to 

descnbe in a compact fom like equation (5-1) and more sophisticated calculation 

models beyond the scope of the present discussion would be required to determine its 

exact nature. For present purposes, we can establish that equation (5-1) provides a 

reasonable estimate of the lower limit for the enhancement of the redshift per unit field 

with decreasing bamier height. 



B. Quenching 

When the width of the quantum well is chosen appropriately, field polarization of 

the CB and VB wavefunctions within a well does not lead to a severe reduction in the 

oscillator strength of the resonance. Instead, the resonance is quenched principally when 

a wavefunction becomes deiocalized from the well by tunneling through the field- 

distorted barrier into the unbounded continuum. The authors of Refs. 8, 9, and 10 have 

remarked upon this in some detail and have concluded that field assisted tunneling is the 

pnmary rnechanism responsible for exciton quench. In addition, quenching in most 

MQWSs used for QCSE applications is characterized by tunneling and wavefunction 

leakage at the CB. This must be the case when the ratio of CB to VI3 effective masses, 

rnJrnh, is smdl, unless there is a large CB offset to compensate the effective mass 

asymmetry. As an example, consider a MQWS in which the band gap energy difference 

between well and barrier is partitioned equally between CB and VB. m, cc mh 

garantees a larger zero-point energy level in the CB well with smailer well binding 

energy, and smaller attenuation constant in the barrier section. Therefore, the 

wavefunction penetration into the barrier and the probability tunneling current through 

the barrier is higher at the CB than at the VB both for flat band and under field. By 

inspection, field-induced quenching in this equipartitioned MQWS is due to premature 

delocalization of the CB wavef'unction from the well. Such a configuration is not 



optimal because the VB barrier height is higher than required, increasing the zero-point 

energy of the fundamental VB level and limiting the redshift. At the same time, the CB 

b m e r  height is lower than required to match the delocalization of the CB wavefunction 

to that in the VB, limiting quench resistance. Clearly, it is possible to conserve the 

fundamental optical transition energy and choose an asymmetric band alignment with a 

larger CB offset thnt simultaneously improves both the resistance to quenching and rhe 

redshifi per unitfield without p e n a l ~ .  The optimal asyrnrnetry required to balance CB 

and VB wavefunction leakage is a function of the asymmetry between the CB and VB 

effective masses. 

Typical Balanced 

Figure 5.2. Band alignments at flat band are shown for a typical structure (left) and a 
balanced structure (right). 



First, we establish the optimal band alignment at flat band that gives the maximum 

exciton oscillator strength. For a given well width, L, and total band gap difference, 

V,+Vh, this condition occurs when both CB and VB eigenstates are equally localized in 

the well, maximizing the overlap integral (see Figure 5.2). The effective well widths' 

corresponding to infinite barriers that are often used in the approximate solutions for the 

finite well redshift provide a convenient rneasure of the degree of the spatial localization 

of the wavefunctions. Consider the solution for a single quantum well. The n = 1 

energy level of a finite well is given by equation (5-2), which we equate to the 

expression for a wider infinite well of effective width, LC8: 

Equation (5-4) yields 

where 4 is given by equations (5-2) and (5-3). Therefore, according to equations (5-3) 

and (5-5) the effective well width, LeB. at the CB and VB are equal if and only if 



An identical result is obtained by equating the magnitude of the wavevectors (attenuation 

coefficients) in the barrier, or by equating the tunneling probability currents for electron 

and hole through rectangular barriers. We choose me = 0.055mo and rnhh = 0.50mo (mo is 

Figure 5.3 Conditions ai the edge of the quantum well for a) flat band, b) rnoderate 
field and c) high field. Tm, T&,, and Th are the approximate analyticai expressions for 
the probability tunneling currents obtained using the method of Wentzel, Krarners and 
Brillouin. See Ref. 20 for details. 



the elecuon mass), which are values that are consistent with InGaAsP alloys with a band 

gap energy in the 1.3 - 1.55 p range (0.95 - 0.8 ev).16 Therefore, VJVh - 9 for the 

optimal band alignment at flat band. 

Next, we investigate the effects of the electric field on the balanced wavefunction 

leakage condition by using tunneling transmission probability currents to compare the 

degree of wavefunction localization at the CB and VB as a function of barrier height and 

electric field. The degree of band alignrnent asymmetry required for balanced leakage 

may then be estimated by solving for the barrier heights at the CB and VB which give 

equai tunnel currents. The three possible field conditions are illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

T,e,, TtraP, and Ttd, are the transmission tunneling currents through rectangular, 

trapezoidal and triangular barriers. respectively. The approximate analyticai expressions 

for these tunneling currents shown in Figure 5.3 are obtained using the Wentzel- 

Krarners-Brillouin approximation method. The expressions show that the main factors 

that determine the tunneling cunent, or wavefunction leakage, are the magnitude of the 

attenuation coefficient (wavevector) in the barrier and the width of the barrier. The 

situation for F = O has already k e n  discussed. At small fields (F < (V - BIL), the 

balance is given by a ratio of trapezoidal expressions. As the field increases. the lower 

VI3 barrier becomes triangular (F > (Vh - Eh)IL) while the higher CB barrier remains 

uapezoidal (F c ( V ,  - EJL) and the balance is given by a ratio of trapezoidal CB to 



uiangular VB expressions. Finally at sufficiently high fields, the balance is given by 

triangular CB and VB expressions. 

Detailed investigations of sirnilar tunneling problems have already been performed 

in the study of field emission of electrons (Fowler-Nordheim tunnelingl') at metal- 

vacuum (MV) interfaces and field tunneling through metal-insulator-metal (MM) 

interfaces.18 But. there are two differences between this problem and the MV and MIM 

problems which must be addressed. 1 ) In a quantum well, the energy levels rise relative 

to the bottom edge of the barrier with applied field, so that the quantity V - E decreases 

(ie. E c Et c E" , where the primes simply distinguish one case from the others) as shown 

in Figure 5.3; whereas, this quantity at the MV and MIM interfaces remains constant 

with applied field. 2) Unlike the MV and MM problems which involve only the 

electron mas,  field-assisted transpon through quantum well barriers depends on both 

quantum well and barrier mass tenns. For a leading order approximation, we neglect the 

difference between well and barrier effective masses, and choose nominal values for the 

CB and VB effective masses (me = 0.055m0, mh = O.SOmo) giving mh/m, - 9 for InGaAsP 

alloys in the 0.8 - 0.95 eV range. 9:l is a reasonable estimate for the effective mass 

asymmetry in the 0.8 - 0.95 eV range that is bounded by the ratios for the binary 

compounds: InP (1.34 eV, mh/me - 8.2), GaAs (1.42 eV. mh/m, - 7.3), InAs (0.36 eV, 

mh/m, - 17.8). Apart from these modifications, the remainder of the analysis is sirnilar 

to the MV and MIM problems. The well-established theory and results for the MV and 



MIM problems are applied to compute the tunneling currents through rectangular, 

trapezoidal and tnangular barriers, 17,18.19.?0 and solve iteratively for the barrier heights 

Electric Field (kV/cm) 

Figure 5.4. The ratio of CB to VB barrier heights giving equivalent probability 
tunneling currents (quench) as a function of the eiectric field. The curves have been 
obtained by writing the expressions (see Ref. 19 for details) describing the tunnel 
currents under the conditions illustrated in Figure 5.3 and then iteratively soiving for the 
band alignments to give equivalent currents at the CB and VB. The dotted lines indicate 
approximately where the wave functions have become delocalized from the well based 
on the magnitude of the tunnel currents. These curves permit a estimate of the 
minimum barrier height required at the CB for a given barrier height ai the VB in an 
optimal MQWS. 



giving equivalent tunneling currents at CB and VB. The ratio of Ve/Vh corresponding to 

equal tunneling currents in the 10 nm wide CB and VB barriers is evaluated for 

increasing field and for a range of total quantum well depths (V,+Vh) from 100 meV to 

300 meV. These relations are plotted in Figure 5.4. The dotted lines indicate 

approximately where the absorption resonance has been completely quenched by 

comparing the evolution of the magnitude of the tunneling currents with experimental 

data (photocurrent spectra presented in the next section). 

In Figure 5.4 . for each value of the total well depth V,+Vh, there is a curve 

representing the band alignment for which the CB and VB wavefunctions are equally 

localized. This corresponds to the band alignment giving maximum oscillator strength 

as a function of applied field. For points off this curve, premature delocalization of 

either the CB or VB wavefunction with increasing applied field is responsible for 

quenching the absorption resonance. Quenching i s  VB-limited above the curve and CB- 

limited below the curve. Moving away from the curve into the region above corresponds 

to a decrease in the VB banier height and increase in CB barrier height. This increases 

the redshift per unit field while decreasing oscillator strength, defining a compromise 

between field sensitivity and oscillator strength. Moving away from a curve into the 

region below, however, decreases both the redshift per unit field and oscillator strength 

since it increases the VI3 barrier height while decreasing it in the CB. Therefore, an 

optimal band alignrnent may occur only on a curve or in the region of VB-lirnited 



quench above it. As such, the curves of Figure 5.4 provide an estimate for the minimum 

CB barrier height required for a given VB barrier height. Since realizable MQWSs 

correspond to fixed VJVh ratios, it is noi possible to satisfy the optimal oscillator 

strength condition across the entire range of operating fields. Therefore, an optimal 

aiignment corresponds to the horizontal curve which best matches a member of the 

farnily of curves shown in Figure 5.4. or remains in the region above it, over the range of 

intended operating fields. For the effective masses that we have chosen, Figure 5.4 

shows that this corresponds to Vc/Vh - 3 - 9 across a wide range of total well depths, 

vc+ vh. 

A survey of the literature shows that examples of QCSE-based devices 

incorporating MQWSs with band alignments near or in the target region of Figure 5.4 

are rare. This implies that important improvements to the overall performance of 

devices may be achieved by including band alignment considerations in the design 

critena. For example, a popular heterojunction such as h ~ ~ . ~ ~ G ~ ~ ~ A s / u i P ,  for which V ,  

- 200 meV and Vh - 380 meV, makes an especially poor choice for QCSE applications 

from a band alignment perspective. To date, most designs for MQWSs have tended to 

concentrate on the use of high barriers andlor reduced well widths to increase 

wavefunction localization and oscillator strength for obtaining the largest possible 

modulation depths. However, a principal effect of these strong localization designs is to 

impede the redshift and elevate the drive fields required to operate the devices. 



In conclusion, frorn the combined redshift and quench analyses, the VB 

discontinuity is clearly a more important design parameter than the CB discontinuity. 

So, the band structure design should 

(1) choose an appropriate VB barrier height to balance application-specific drive field 

versus optical modulation deprh requirements. and then 

(2) balance CB versus VB wavefunction leakage by choosing a sufficiently high CB 

barrier to ensure that premature delocalizaiion of the CB eigenstate does not 

dominate the overail behavior. 

III. EXPERIMENT 

Strained-layer MQWSs were prepared by low-pressure metal-organic vapor phase 

epitaxy using trimethyl-indium, trimethyl-gallium, teniarybutyl-mine and phosphine 

precursors. The epitaxial layer growth on S-doped (-2x 10" cm'3) hP (00 1 ) substrates 

was canied out using Pd-purified H1 as a carrier gas and with substrate temperatures of 

600 OC for InAsP/InP and 620 OC for InAsPhGaP. The reactor pressure during growth 

was maintained at 40 Torr. The flow conditions were chosen to give a free Stream 

velocity at the substrate of - 60 cm/s with a full reactor evacuation time of - 1 S. In al1 

cases, a nominal 100 nm buffer layer of undoped InP was grown on the substrate, 



Table 5-1. Sample listing. The layer thicknesses and compositions are deterniinrd from ü coinbinaiion of x-ray diffraction, 
transmission electron microscopy and optical absorption rneasurements. The barrier heights and E, levels are obtained by 
fitting quantum well transitions cülculated using the Mürzin-Basiard mode1 for strüined-layer superlaitices to transitions 
measured by optical absorption at 8 K and 300 K. e 1 ,  hh 1 and Ih I refer respectively to the n= 1 levels in the conduciion, heavy 
hole and light hole bands. The effective masses in the direction of the quantuni confinement potential are linear interpolations 
between lnAs and InP, given in units of the electroii niüss, mu. 

Sample Structure Barder Heights El levels Effective Masses 

el  hhl Ih 1 e l  hhl th1 e l  hhl Ihl 

(nicV) (iiieV) (mcV) (riicV) (mcV) (mcV) (Q) (1%) (ino) 

modo5 25 x (9.8 nm InAsa lmPo am / 73 25 5 20 3.5 3.8 0.0734 0.626 0.1 1 1  

9.8 nin 1nP) 

m d M  25 x (10.3 nm lnAso iSbPOLM.( / 113 39 10 24 3.7 6.1 0,0703 0.613 0,095 

10.3 nrn InP) 

modo4 25 x (9.8 nni i n A ~ ~ , ~ & , ~ ~ ~  / 304 52 7 32 4.3 5.1 0.0643 0.587 0.095 

9.8 nrii InP) 

i ! ~  18 20 x (7.13 nm i n A k  17P0.83 / 138 116 4 3 5 6.7 2.8 0.070 0.610 O. 104 



followed by the growth of the MQWS and then a 300 - 500 nm Zn-doped cap layer for 

the pcontact. The structural characteristics of the samples and the results of the analyses 

by x-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are 

summarized in Table 1. Optical absorption spectra at 8 K and at room temperature were 

measured for the as-grown epitaxial layers using a free-flow. He-circulating cryostat 

with optical ports and a BOMEM DA3 Fourier transform interferometric spectrometer 

with a quartz halogen broad-spectrurn source and Ge photodetector. The band offsets, 

barrier heights and n=l quantized levels at the CB and VI3 have been determined using 

91 " 93 
the method described by Marzin et al.- '--*- to perform multiple transition fits of the 

positions of optical absorption peaks using the structural data and state of strain in the 

rnulti-layers measured by XRD and TEM as inputs in an envelope function mode1 for 

strained-layer superlattices (see appendix for details). 

The fabrication of the InAsPhP photodiodes is described in Ref. 7. The same 

procedure has been applied to the fabrication of the strain-compensated InAsPAnGaP 

samples except that the mesa wet etch was performed using a solution of 

HCl:H3P04:H202 and the p-contact metallization was perfonned using a 20 nrn Ag / 2 

nm Zn 1 180 nm Ag 1 5 nm Au metal sandwich.14 Room temperature rneasurements of 

the electric field-induced Stark shift of the quantum well optical transitions were 

performed by detecting the photocurrent response of the diodes as a hinction of reverse 



bias voltage using a tungsien lamp source, a 0.3 m scanning monochromator and lock-in 

amplifier. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. QCSE 

We have compiled data from a representative set of p-i(MQW)-n photodiodes to 

illustrate the main points discussed in section iI. Al1 the MQWSs have similar well 

dimensions but Vary significantly in CB and VI3 barrier heights. These samples are 

listed in Table 1. The room-temperature spectral photocurrent responses of the 

photodiodes as a function of reverse bias voltage are plotted in Figure 5.5. The vertical 

axes of the photocurrent curves have been converted into absorption coefficient units by 

cornpuison with optical absorption spectraS and by using the structural data measured 

by XRD and TEM. A direct cornparison of the photocurrent curves shows a clear 

enhancement of exciton oscillator strength and quench resistance with increasing bamier 

height. in sarnple modo5 (V, - 73 meV, Vh - 25 meV), the exciton is completely 

quenched at 30 - 40 kV/cm whereas in sample gp24 (V,  - 210 meV, Vh - 120 meV) it 

remains discernible for fields larger than 150 kVlcm. The greater oscillator strengtb in 

high b h e r  MQWSs leads to greater absolute (da) and relative ( A d & )  modulation 



Figure 5.5. Field-dependent absorption spectra 
measured by photocurrent detection for: a) 25 x 
(9.8 nm InAso. looPo.900 1 9.8 nm InP) (mod051, b) 
25 x (10.3 nm I ~ A s ~ . ~ ~ ~ P ~ . ~ ~ ~  1 10.3 nm InP) 
(modO6), c) 25 x (9.8 nm I ~ A s ~ . ~ ~ P ~ . ~ ~ ~  1 9.8 nm 
InP) (modw), d) 20 x (7.8 nm InAso.17Po.s3 1 8.2 
nm Ino~glGao.osP) (gpl8) and e )  20 x (8.4 nm 
inAs0.~6Po.7~ / 9.6 nm Ino.8sGao.itP) (gp24). For 
each of the five sarnples, the series of curves 
corresponds to the senes of increasing electric 
field values indicated in the inset numbers. 
Pertinent data for the multi-quantum well stacks 
are summarized in Table 5-1. 



Figure 5.6. Energy redshift of the n=l electron-heavy hole transition as a function of 
electric field. The curves for a) mod05, b) mod06, c) modû4, d) gp 18 and e) gp24 are 
obtained from the spectra in Figure 5.7. Curve f) is data for a 40 x (10.5 nm 
I I I ~ . ~ ~ G ~ O . ~ ~ A S / ~ . ~  nm Ino.stAlo.4sAs - lanice-rnatched to InP) MQWS operating at 1.55 
pn from Ref. 27 and c u v e  g) is data for a 21 x (10.0 nm I n A ~ ~ . ~ ~ P ~ . ~ ~ / 1 4 . 0  nm 
Ino.s4Ga.i#) strain-balanced MQWS operating at 1.55 pm from Ref. 26. 



depths, where a is the absorption coefficient and Q is the residual on-state absorption 

coefficient. 

The redshift of the n=I electron-heavy hole transition for each sarnple is plotted as 

a function of electric field in Figure 5.6. The redshift response for a strain-balanced 

~Aso.'i~Po.47/lnGa0,16po.84 M Q W S ~ ~  and for an Ino.~3G%.47As~o.52Alo.4~As MQWS~' 

lattice-matched to inP, both operating near 1.55 pn, have been included for comparison. 

The curves a, b, c, e and g, correspond to MQWSs with L - 10 nm and respective VB 

barrier heights of 15 meV, 39 meV, 52 meV, 200 meV (estimated) and 250 meV 

(estimated). Cumes d and f correspond to InAsphGap MQWSs with slightiy smaller L 

(7.7 nm and 8.4 nm, respectively) and have been included for comparison. Although it 

is difficuit to completeiy isoiate the effect on the redshift due to the VB bamer height 

from those due the well width and effective mass, Figure 5.6 shows, in agreement with 

the theoretical analysis in the previous section, significant drive reductions associated 

with the lowering of the VB discontinuity. 

The drive field reductions are balanced by losses in modulation depth, which we 

compare in Table II using two figures of merit. The modulation depth per unit drive 

field, A M ,  is commonly used to compare the performance of voltage dnve optical 

modulators. A& is inversely proportional to the average power per unit bandwidth 

required to drive the modulator (capacitive load) and is important for high frequency 



Table 5-11, Cornparison of the mulii-quantum well stacks studied in this paper using 
two common figures of ment for optical modulators. The sarnples are listed from top 
down in order of increasing total barrier height. da is the change in absorption 
coefficient available at an applied electric field, F. The da values are measured in the 
region of low on-state loss (low energy tail of the exciton resonance) for which @ < 500 
cm-'. t is the total thickness of quantum well material available for electroabsorption. 
This demonstrates the trade-off between modulation depth and dnve field as a function 
of ban-ier height. 

sample A a  F t AdF 
(cm" ) (kV/c m) (W) (kv-') (cm/kv2) 

mod5d 1500 25 8 1.5 V 0.245 60 2.40 

mod6b 2900 40 8 2.5 V 0.258 73 1.81 

mod4c 3800 51 8 3.0 V 0.245 75 1 -46 

g~18b 3200 88 8 3.5 V 0.1 54 36 0.4 1 

gp24b 6200 88 43 4.0 V 0.1 68 70 0.80 

Ref. 26 3800 80 @ 4.0V 0.1 95 48 0.91 

applications.'8 The data has been obtained directly from the photocurrent curves in 

Figure 5.5 and from a sirnilar curve in Ref. 26. In compiling the data for Table [I, we 

restricted Our attention to the region of low on-state loss below the band edge for which 

@ < - 500 cm-'. t is the total thickness of quantum well material. Despite rather wide 

variations in the CB and VB discontinuities (V, and Vh), modulation depths (da), and 

drive fields (0, the values for A m  are remarkably similar; consistent with the principle 

of balance between modulation depth and dnve field. Since the trade-off between Aa 



and F is approximately proportional, the A& values predict that low VB barrier 

designs will significantly outperform high VI3 bmier designs in high frequency 

applications where drive field considerations become paramount. 

This indicates that the performance of MQWSs such as lattice-matched 

Ino.5sG~.47Asho.szAlo.~8As or strain-compensated ~ A S ~ . S ~ P ~ . ~ ~ / I ~ G ~ . ~ ~ P ~ , ~ ~  on hP for 

high data rate telecommunications is hampered by the high VB barriers which require 

large drive fields to induce significant redshifts. The power pet unit bandwidth required 

to drive the modulator (capacitive load) scales as P . a  - CAV', where Pu, is the dive 

power, B is the frequency bandwidth. C is the device capacitance and AV is the drive 

voltage. Total drive power. Pu,, is limited so that the available drive voltage becomes 

severely limited for high operating frequencies. B. MQWSs that require elevated drive 

fields to operate have device active regions (i.e. photodiode junction widths) 

significantly thinner than the characteristic dimension of the optical mode (typically Un 

- 0.45 Pm. where n is the refractive index of the material). This has four notable 

disadvan tages. 

(1) A thin active rnodulator core is a poorly proportioned waveguide cavity for the 

optical mode, leading to greater propagation losses in the modulator section. It also 

increases the misrnatch between the dimensions of the modulator waveguide and the 



core of the optical fiber waveguide and decreases the acceptance angle for radiation 

exiting the laser facet so that coupling losses are greater.'8*'9 

(2) High barriers make the removal of photocharge from the quantum wells less 

efficient. Charge pile-up in the wells c m  saturate the QCSE modulation and lirnit 

the incident optical intensities that may be tolerated by the de~ice .~~."*~ '  

(3) A thin junction increases the device capacitance. which both increases the power 

required to drive the load and decreases the electrical frequency response bandwidth 

of the load. 

(4) A thin junction restricts the volume of active matenal available for electroabsorption. 

This directly decreases the final contrast (odoff) ratio of the modulator. Thus, when 

making direct cornparisons of da between high and low barrier MQWSs, the larger 

values available in high barrier structures are somewhat misleading. 

For high frequency, low drive voltage applications, we believe that low VB barrier 

samples are be a better choice despite the penalty in modulation depth (An) because they 

allow the designer to share the advantages of a low drive field MQWS arnong any 

combination of the issues (1) - (4) plus the drive voltage. This allows for greater 

fiexibility in the design of the optical modulator, the drive electronics and the coupling 

of modulator to the laser and opticai fiber. 



According to section n.A, significant redshift enhancements require VB barriers 

lower than - 60-100 meV. However, there must also be a lower limit for the VB bamer 

below which thermal effects begin to dominate. The key physical processes are thermal 

broadening and thermally-assisted tunneling, since thermionic ernission involves 

photocarrier escape only after an absorption event and does not contribute to the 

absorption linewidth. These processes becorne significant as the barrier height 

approaches that of the thermal energy, keT - 25 meV. But, it is difficult to discem a 

clear lower limit beyond which overall device performance will suffer enormously. For 

example, the operation of G ~ A S / A ~ ~ . ~ ~ G Q . ~ ~ A ~  optical rnodu~ators~~ with total well 

depths as low as 25 meV has been demonstrated. This is an application-specific issue 

which depends most strongly on the minimum da that can be tolerated. Comparing 

samples modo5 and rnod06, da drops appreciably from - 2900 cm" to - 1500 cm-' 

when the VB bamer drops from 39 meV to 25 meV. Although it is difficult to make a 

firm conclusion from this limited set of data, these initial indications suggest that the 

modulation depths available from heterostructures with VI3 barriers lower than 25 meV 

may be too small for most applications and designs for low drive field MQWSs should 

target VB barrien in the 25 - 60 meV range. 



B. Design of optimal structures 

The design principles discussed in section II are applied to optical modulaton for 

high bandwidth optical fiber telecommunications. Here, the drive fields are severely 

restricted by a combination of the low output voltages available from the drive 

electronics at high frequencies (A0 GHz) and the need to rnaintain sufficient junction 

widths for sensible active dimensions and low device capacitance. As modulation 

frequencies increase, the optimal balance between redshift enhancements and quench 

resistance skews towards low drive field designs. We have shown that useful drive field 

reductions may be achieved by choosing VB barriers in the 25 - 60 meV range. And 

then, to extract the full potential of the advantages afforded by low VB barriers, CB 

barriers should be 3 - 9 times higher according to Figure 5.4 so that premature 

delocalization of the CB wavefunction does not dominate the behavior. CB 

discontinuities up to - 9 times higher than the VB discontinuity can be appropriate since 

this gives the minimum exciton linewidth at flat-band, which reduces the intrinsic on- 

state loss and improves the relative modulation depth, A d @ .  Moreover, the drive field 

penalty due to increasing CB barrier height is very small since the CB contributes only a 

small fraction to the total redshift. Thus, we seek heterojunctions with VB barriers in the 

Vh - 25 - 60 meV range, CB barriers that are 3 - 9 times higher, and a fundamental 

optical transition energy that nearly matches 0.80 eV or 0.95 eV. This target structure 



should be realizable using the system of strained lIi-V heterojunctions (Al, Ga. In, P, As) 

grown on lnP(001) substrates. 

Franciosi and Van de walle3' remarked that the band line-up at isovdent interfaces 

is observed to be largely independent of the interface properties and describable by linear 

response theories. Therefore, the band line-up between III-V quantum well and IiI-V 

bamer may be determined from a knowledge of the compositions of the ailoys and the 

state of strain at the interface." The engineering of band aiignments for our case then 

becornes largely an exercise in mapping the phase space of the band gaps and band 

alignments for the (Al, Ga, In, P, As) system on hP as a function of composition and 

strain. Examples of such phase space maps are the linear response calculations 

perforrned by K.rijnJ6 and Ishikawa and E50wers3' for bGaAsP on InP and InGaAlAs on 

In P. 

The applicability of the linear theories relies on the existence of a common 

reference energy Ievel. or energy scale, across the entire range of alloy compositions. in 

principle, when this hypothesis is satisfied, a mapping of the CB and VB positions for 

the temary and quaternary dloys relative to a common reference energy can be obtained 

from a knowledge of the material parameters of the binary alloys: band gap energies and 

band line-ups, lattice constants, elastic moduli, strain deformation potentiais and bowing 

constants. The procedure has k e n  outlined by Van de  all le.^' Obtaining a useful final 



Figure 5.7. The unstrained neutrai line-up of the five cornmon III-V binary compounds 
according to the quantum dipole mode1 of Tersoff (Ref. 39) and Tejedor and Flores 
(Ref. 40). In the theory. the position of the VB maximum relative to a reference midgap 
level, EB, may be computed from the bulk properties of the material alone. It is 
predicted that the bands across a heterojunction interface will be aiigned such that the 
difference between the EB levels in adjacent materials is small (nearly zero). The 
positions of EB relative to the VB maxima are 0.50 eV (InAs). 0.76 eV (InP), 1.05 eV 
(AIAs), 0.50 eV (GaAs) and 0.8 1 eV (Gap) These values are reproduced from Ref. 39. 
The direct gap transitions are shown for Gap and AIAs. 

result begins with accurate values for the unstrained binary line-ups. The band 

alignments of the five (InAs, InP, AlAs, Ga&, GaP) binary compounds, whose temary 

and quatemary derivatives are used to produce heterostnictures operating at 

telecommunications wavelengths, as predicted by the quantum dipole theory due to 

  ers off^' and to Tejedor and FloresM are shown in Figure 5.7. This set of band line-ups 
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Figure 5.8. Two possible strategies for obtaining heterojunctions with large conduction 
band offsets, small valence band discontinuities in the 25 - 60 meV range and a 
fundamental optical transition energy near 0.8 eV or 0.95 eV. The band alignments 
shown for the Ino.53Gao.~7As/ïnP and Ino.ssG~.47As/ho.52Alo.~8As heterojunctions 
correspond to widely accepted values (Ref. 45). The band alignment shown for the 
strained InAsPhP(001) heterojunction corresponds to the experimentaliy determined 
values in Refs. 7,23 and 43, and agrees well with the mode1 predictions of Ref. 39. 

shows good agreement with experimental results and predicts that the target band 

structure with the smdl VB offset alignment and total well depth that we seek can be 

achieved in the (Al, Ga, In, P, As) systern on InP. 

In Figure 5.8, we propose two candidates for the target band structure: 



(1) The system of strained InAsPlInGaAsP alloys on InP(001): the strained line-up of 

~ A s ~ P ~ . ~ ~ P  for (O c x 5 1 } corresponds to VJVh - 3 - 4, while the lattice-matched 

In,Gal.,AsxPl.,/InP line-up corresponds to VJVh - 0.5 - 1 .O. Therefore, using the InP 

CB and VI3 positions as common reference levels (transitivity), the band line-up of 

InAsP/InGaAsP grown on InP for strained wells and lattice-matched barriers should 

yield VJVh 2 - 3 - 4. As an example, operation at 0.8 eV would require - 10 nm 

wide InAso.5sPo.42 wells with an band edge excitonic transition near 0.82 eV. A 

barrier made frorn InGaAsP nearly lattice-matched to InP in the 0.90 - 1.15 eV range 

should give a VB barrier in the target 25 - 60 meV range with the desired band offset 

asyrnmetry. Beyond this departure point. extensive tuning of the band alignment is 

possible by varying in the composition and strain of well and bamier. In fact, the use 

of tende strained barriers is likely necessary to compensate the large compressive 

strain in the InAsP wells and allow the growth of a thick MQWS. 

(2) The system of nearly lattice-matched bA1GaAsllnAIGa.A~ alloys on InP(001): the 

Ino.5sG~.~~As/Ino.52AlonsAs system lattice-rnatched to InP is suitable for operation at 

0.8 eV and reported to have a relatively favorable band line-up with VJVh - 2.5: 1. 

But, the barrier heights are too high, especially the -200 meV VB banier. Since Ga 

and Al may be substituted for each other without inducing large strains, the line-up 

of ~ P . 5 3 ~ . G ~ . 4 7 - x A s h O O S 2 ~ Y G ~ . 4 8 8 Y A ~  lattice-matched to InP is expected to retain a 

nearly constant VJVh ratio for {O 5 x 9 0.47, O S y a 0.48 1 x < y]. As in the 



preceding case, extensive tuning of the alignment is possible by using strained and 

strain-compensated combinations of well and barrier. 

There are important additional design constraints posed by the practical issues 

related to the epitaxial growth of such structures for operation at telecommunications 

wavelengths. For exarnple, a 0.8 eV (1.55 pm) transition would require - 10 nm InAsP 

wells of 50-60% As corresponding to largc ( 1.5 - 2%) compressive strains. The number 

of quantum wells and the active volume of the modulator core is limited by the critical 

strain for the onset of morphoiogical instabilities during growth and/or the critical 

thickness for the formation of extended defects in the strained MQWS. One approach 

that has been used with sorne success is the insenion of tensile strained barrier sections 

to achieve a large degree of strain compensation and extend the critical thickness into a 

useful range. Cunningham and ~oossen'' reported successfully using this approach to 

produce a thick 50 x (8.5 nm Ino.~Gao.~~Asl8.5 nm G ~ A s ~ . ~ P ~ . ~ )  MQWS on GaAs with 

+1.8%/-1.8% strained wells and barriers for QCSE modulators operating 1 .O6 p. 

Carlin et al.'" reported producing 17 x (10 nm InAs,Pl.J 15 nm In,Gal.,As,Pi.,) 

MQWSs on InP with +1.8%/-0.9% strained wells and baniers for lasers operating at 1.55 

Pm. This latter result is noteworthy because it raises the possibility of using a single 

growth sequence to produce both a high performance laser and a high performance 

optical modulator. 



V. CONCLUSIONS 

The engineering of the band alignment is a promising and logical refinement to 

expand the performance envelope of QCSE optical modulators. However, a complete 

optimization of the design of the MQWS is difficult requiring a high level of cross- 

disciplinary expertise across a wide range of materials and device issues. Accordingly, 

we have attempted to downpiay the reliance on numerical treatments using figures of 

merit and placed the emphasis on the physical principles that they are intended to 

represent. This has led to novel concepts for designing the band structure of the MQWS: 

(1) Balancing energy redshift enhancements versus loss of oscillator strength with an 

appropriate choice of the VB barrier height to suit application-dependent drive field 

versus optical modulation depth requirements. 

(2) Balancing the wavefunction leakage at the CB and VB with an asyrnmetric band 

alignment to compensate the effective mass asymmetry between the CB and VB. 

In many cases, and especially for high speed, low drive voltage applications, we believe 

that it is advantageous to pursue balanced designs incorporating relatively low VB 

barrier heights to enhance field sensitivity and lower the drive field. This can improve 

the overall performance by permitting a lower drive voltage andlor wider diode junction 

with larger active volume, lower capacitance, lower propagation losses and improved 



laser-rnodulator and modulator-fiber coupling. A MQWS possessing the desired band 

alignment and VB barrier heights that is capabie of operating in the 1.3- 1.55 pm range 

for optical telecommunications should be achievable using a combination of strained III- 

V semiconductor alloys that are commonly grown ont0 InP substrates. 
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APPENDIX - NOTES ON THE BAND ALIGNMENT DETERMINATION USlNG 

RECTANGULAR QUANTUM WELLS 

The band aiipments for the heterostructures listed in Table 1 have been 

determined by perfoning multiple transition fits of computed quantum well energies to 

the optical transition energies measured by optical absorption." By obtaining accurate 

structural data by XRD and TEM and then applying the Manin-Bastard envelope 



function model for strained-layer superlattices to fit the optical transition energies 

measured at low and room temperature, it has been possible to determine the band 

alignment of InAsP/InP with good success.'~ z-'. J3 It was determined that the CB 

discontinuity in the system of strained InAsPhP is 7.56 t 0.08 meV/As% giving 75.8 f 

2.7 % of the total strained band gap difference, AE,. 

The precision in the determination of the InAsPhP alignment is sornewhat 

surprising considering that the experiment has been performed with rectangular wells 

and not parabolic wells, for which the transitions resulting from band stmcture 

calculations are reputed to be more sensitive to the specified band alignment? The 

analysis of the redshift in section 1I.A c m  explain the success of this determination. The 

total optical transition energy resulting from a model calculation is the sum of three main 

components: the zero-point energy in the CB well. the zero-point energy in the VB well 

and the energy band gap of the quantum well. Both of the calculated zero-point ievels 

necessarily demonstrate some dependence on the specified partition of the energy gap 

difference between the CB and VB discontinuities. The computed transition energies 

between strongly-confined levels that are deep in the quantum well can be largely 

independent of the specification of the partition because they are nearly constant 

functions of the barrier height. In addition, varying the partition causes, Say, the CB well 

to become deeper while the VB well compensates by becoming shallower. Thus, even in 

cases for which there are significant variations the CB and VB zero-point energies, it is 



possible that their sum remains nearly constant. This point is illustrated in Table III with 

a sarnple calculation of the n= 1 electron-heavy hole (e 1-hhl) transitions for the sarnple 

mod06. As barrier heights decrease, the energy levels can become sensitive to variations 

in the quantum well barrier height and band alignment. Therefore, the accuracy of a 

band alignment determined by using multiple transition fits in rectangular wells is 

determined mostly by fitting the shallow transitions, since only the computed transition 

energies involving shailow levels are sensitive to variations in the partition. 

Unfonunately, these are often optical transitions involving higher order levels. They cm 

exhibit broad resonances and also be generally difficult to identify (e.g. see discussion in 

Ref. 23). Moreover, band structure models reproduce higher order levels with less 

accuracy than the fundamental levels. For these reasons. the fit of absorption spectra 

from deep well GaAslAlGaAs samples has been problematic.J5146 Manin et al." also 

reported that they were unable to use this method to deduce the band alignment of 

moderately strained, or lattice-rnatched. inGaAslInA1As on InP with satisfactory 

accuracy . 

The accuracy in the determination of the 1nAsPll.P band alignment is intimately 

related to the fact that the splitting of the heavy and light hole VBs due to compressive 

strain provides a pair of sharp and clearly identifiable fundamental resonances to fit. 

Refemng again to the sarnple calculation shown in Table III, both the electronic and 

heavy hole levels can be considered to be deep in the quantum well. So, computed el-  



Table 5-111 Variation of the quantum well transition energies of sample modo6 
computed using the Manin-Bastard mode1 with changes in the band alignment. el-  
hh 1 and e 1 -1h l refer respectively to the optical transitions between the n= 1 conduction- 
heavy hole and conduction-light hole levels. Mc, dEv and AE, are respectively the 
conduction band discontinuity, valence band discontinuity and total energy band gap 
difference between quantum well and barrier. El refers to the n = 1 quantum well energy 
levels. As the partition of the band gap energy difference between CB and VB changes, 
the e 1-hh l transition remains nearly constant while the e 1-Ih 1 shifts. This shows rhat in 
the InAsP/inP systern, the difference between the heavy and light hole transitions can be 
a sensitive key for determining the band alignment. 

Partition Transitions conduction band heavy hole light hole 

AEJdE, el-hhl el-lhl AEc El AEv Ei Al5 Ei 

hh 1 transitions are effectively constant despite a relatively wide variation in the specified 

partition. The light hole level is weakly-confined due to the combination of a small 

effective mass and low barrier height resulting from the modifications to the VI3 under 

compressive biaxiai strain. As a result, both the cornputed light hole level and n = 1 

electron-light hole transition exhibit a nearly linear variation with VB barrier height and 

band alignment. The computed difference between the heavy and light hole transitions 

is therefore strongly-dependent on the specified partition. The value measured by opticai 



absorption is 34 meV for this sample (modO6). We assume that the binding energy of 

heavy hole excitons is 2-4 meV greater than that of light hole excitons. So, the partition 

which gives a computed 30-32 meV energy difference provides a good estimate for the 

band alignment. The confidence interval for the estimate is improved by using higher 

order transitions as secondary alignment keys and by performing the measurement on a 

set of MQWSs spanning a range of alloy  composition^.'^ Schneider and wesselJ7 have 

also rernarked that the hh-lh energy splitting is a sensitive key for determining the band 

alignment of I ~ A S ~ . ~ . I P ~ . ~ ~ / I ~ P  quantum wells from photoluminescence excitation 

spectroscopy . 

Thus. the nature of a small VB offset and compressive strain in the InAsPllnP 

system have 'conspired' to guarantee a low light hole barrier and facilitate an accurate 

detemination of the alignment. The result shows that it is not always necessary to reson 

to more exotic confinement potentials, such as graded or parabolic wells. to obtain an 

accurate measurement of the band alignrnent. The growth and characterization of exotic 

structures is usually more difficult which decreases confidence in the rneasurement of 

the compositions and dimensions of the quantum wells. Rectangular wells, which are 

the simplest to grow and characterize accurately, may be used when the experiment can 

be designed to yield clearly identifiable optical transitions whose computed values vary 

sufficiently when the partition is changed. 



5.2 A dditional Remarks 

Qualitative agreement between the predictions of the linear response theories and 

the trends in experimental data is good. In some cases there is also good quantitative 

agreement but data on band alignments across a wide range of alloy compositions and 

with suffïcient accuracy for designing devices is generally not available. Furthemore, 

there are some notable discrepancies between the our experimental results and band line- 

up for InAsPhP that was computed by Ishikawa and ~owers-" and by ~ n j n . ~ ~  This is 

due mostly to the stming value for unstrained bAs/inP binary line-up that they have 

chosen. We cm make an immediate contribution here by using the method proposed by 

Van de  all le)^ to reîalculate the phase space map of the (Al, Ga. In, As, P) alloys 

based on more accurate information (eg. the binary line-ups computed by   ers off,^' or 

the best available experimental data). Unfortunately, the unstrained band line-up for the 

binary alloys. which is the departure point for the calculation is, in nearly al1 cases, a 

purely theoretical construction that has no direct experirnental verification. 



The operating wavelength (determined essentially by the energy band gap of the 

material) of a QCSE device is in the range - 800 - 2000 nm; so that, in an absorption 

device, a relatively thick stack of - 20 - 50 quantum wells is required to have any 

appreciable interaction with the optical mode. In general, such thick stacks exceed the 

critical limit for strain relaxation via lattice dislocations. Therefore, approaches 

involving suain compensation or partial strain relaxation in buffer layers are required to 

produce defect-free device layers. Once grown, the quantum well stacks cm be 

characterized and analyzed using complementary XRD, TEM and optical absorption 

methods to accurately detennine the layer thicknesses. the state of strain and strain 

relaxation (from which it is possible to infer the alloy composition) and the 

heterojunction band discontinuities. 

In p-i(MQW)-n optical modulators that have been fabricated using strained 

InAsPIInP and strainîompensated InAsPhGaP layers grown by MOVPE, lower 

valence band barrier heights in the multiple quantum well stacks were found to enhance 

the QCSE redshift and reduce the drive field. This result showed that the overall 

perfotmance of QCSE devices can be improved by using heterostructures with large 

conduction band offsets to compensate the effective mass asymmetry in DI-V 

semiconductors. Mer considering the effects of barrier height and band alignment 



variations on the device physics of the QCSE, a new strategy has been proposed for 

designing the band structure of the MQWS based upon two principles: 

1 )  balancing the energy redshift versus the loss of oscillator strength with an 

appropriate choice of the VB barrier height, and 

2) balancing the wave function leakage in the CB to that in the VB with an asymrnetnc 

band alignment. In many cases, and particularly for high speed. low drive voltage 

applications. it is advantageous to pursue balanced designs incorporating relatively 

low VB barrier heights to enhance field sensitivity and lower the drive field. 

This can improve the overall performance by permitting a lower drive voltage a d o r  

wider diode junction with larger active volume, lower capacitance, lower propagation 

and coupling losses. A MQWS possessing the desired band alignrnent and VB barrier 

heights that is capable of operating in the 1.3-1.55 pm range for optical 

telecommunications should be achievable using a combination of strained iII-V 

semiconductor alloys that are comrnonly grown ont0 InP substrates. The most promising 

candidates are the systems of 

1) compressively strained InAsP wells with tensile strained InGaAsP barriers on 

InP(00 1 ), and 

2) nearly lattice-matched InGaAs wells and InAlGaAs barriers on InP(00 1). 



The InAsPhGaAsP system merits some additional consideration since this 

heterojunction has already been used to produce record performance laser structures. 

Therefore, a single growth may be used to produce an integrated high performance laser 

and high performance QCSE modulator. Examples in the literature have also 

demonstrated how to suppress the 2D-3D hybnd growth transitions that would normally 

be induced by the high lattice strains in this system (- 1.8 % for operating wavelengths 

near 1.55 pm) and obtain the thick quantum well stacks required for QCSE devices. 

A simple model of quantum well interaction with a single bandgap solar ce11 has 

been developed to conduct a bnef critical review of the literature on the use of quantum 

wells to improve the energy conversion efficiency beyond the detailed balance limiting 

efficiency for single bandgap cells. The results of the model calcuiations agree with 

experimental observations showing that the potential practical conversion efficiency 

enhancements are small. 
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ABSTRACT 

Strategies designed to optimize the performance of the multi-quantum well stack in 

optical modulator devices based on the quantum-confined Stark effect can be derived 

from an observation that the effective mass of the active quantum well material is 

significantly smaller in the conduction band than that in the valence band. This suggests 

that significant improvements in the overall performance of the devices may be achieved 

by engineering the band alignment of quantum well and barrier to accommodate the 

difference in the effective masses. 



COMMUNICATION 

A characteristic common to al1 of the current, technologically significant III-V 

semiconductor thin film materials is an electronic band structure effective mass that is 

much smaller in the conduction band (CB) than in the valence band (VB). This can have 

important consequences for both the design of the materials and of the devices that 

employ these materials. For example, the tum-on threshold of semiconductor lasers is 

affected by this difference between the CB and VB effective mass density of States. The 

VB density, being larger. requires more intense pumping to reach the transparency 

condition required for lasing. In an ideal structure with minimal threshold, both CB and 

VI3 densities would be equal and small. Thus, the band structure engineering of 

quantum well semiconductor lasers is based on a strategy to reduce the VB density by 

choosing materials with an intrinsically small effective mass difference and by using 

biaxial strain to modify the valence band structure and further reduce this difference'? 

The optical modulators that are commonly integrated with low-threshold semiconductor 

lasers to form high-speed transmitter units for long haul fiber optic communications are 

yet another example where improvements in device performance may be obtained by 

engineering the band stnicture to accommodate and/or exploit this difference in the 

effective masses. 



A multiple quantum well stack cm be designed so that its band edge absorption 

rnay be significantly tuned by an electric field. The confinement potential of a quantum 

well perrnits weakly bound electron-hole pair systems, or excitons, associated to the 

discrete quantum well levels to persist at room temperature. These excitonic systems are 

formally similar to the hydrogen atom but with a much smailer binding energy for the 

hndamental level (- 5-10 meV). They set up atomic-like absorption resonances with 

enhanced oscillator strength just below the main quantum well optical transitions. An 

electric field applied in the direction normal to the quantum well has two effects: 

( 1 )  it causes the discrete levels of the well at the CB and VB to shift with a resultant 

redshift of the optical transition energies: 

(2) It polarizes the CB and VB quantum well eigenstates, broadens and quenches the 

absorption resonances. 

However, the confinement potential of the quantum well can delay this quenching and 

allow the exciton resonance associated with the fundamental optical transition at the 

band edge to red-shift appreciably before field broadening becomes excessive. This 

allows the possibility of large field-dependent changes in the optical absorption ai the 

band edge and the physical mechanism has been narned the quantum-confined Stark 

effect3. The result makes it possible to operate simple, reverse-biased p-i-n photodiode 



structures containing multi-quantum well stacks in the undoped core as efficient voltage- 

dependent optical modulators. 

The quantum-confined Stark effect represents an interesting balance between field 

red-shifting and field polarization of the quantum well eigenstates. The band edge 

absorption is determined by how the applied field influences the fundamental quantum 

well energy levels at the CB and VB. Energy levels lying nearest to the bottom of the 

well follow more closely the contours of the field distorted well and demonstrate the 

largest red-shifts? In ai1 practical configurations, the larger hole effective mass resuits in 

a fundamental hole level that is much lower in the VB well than the corresponding 

electronic level is in the CB well. Hence, the VB component makes the dominant 

contribution CO the red-shift of the total optical transition energy. Quenching due to de- 

localization of the electron and hole under field is characterized by field-assisted 

tunneling of the particles through the field-distorted bamers at the edges of the quantum 

well. This is determined by the penetrability of the electron and hole wavefunctions into 

the barrier, or equivalently by the magnitude of their respective wave vecton inside the 

barrier regions. The electronic wavefunction tends to le& out first because of the 

srnalier effective m a ~ s . ~ . ~  Resistance to field quenching is therefore limited by the 

electronic component. Ideally, we could attempt to create a more balanced situation. as 

in the case with lasers, by finding ways to increase the CB effective mass so that it 

matches that of the VB? However. methods for significantly increasing the effective 



mass in the direction of the confinement potential while maintaining a constant band gap 

appear not to be available. A viable alternative for achieving more efficient optical 

modulation is to engineer the band alignrnent to reflect the disproportion in the effective 

masses. 

As long as the CB wavefunction Ieaks out from the quantum well before the the 

VB wavefunction. the band alignment is sub-optimal because the hole barrier height will 

be higher than required. A better structure could conserve the energy of the fundamental 

optical transition while incorporating a lower hole barrier and higher electronic bamer. 

The lower hole barrier would give a lower fundamental level (smaller El, Ref. 4) with 

larger red-shift per unit field while also allowing more efficient charge removal from the 

well to permit the use of greater incident optical intensities without saturation effects. 

Quench resistance is improved simultaneously with the higher electronic barrier. For a 

given total well depth, the quench resistance becomes optimal when the band alignment 

is such that the wavefunction leakage from the CB well is balanced equdly with that 

from the VB well. We obtain estimates for the degree of asymmetry in the band 

alignrnent required for optimal quench resistance by posing conditions which equate the 

probability tunnel currents through the b&er sections in the CB to those in the VI3 as a 

function of electrïc field. At flat band (zero field), solving for the tunnel currents 

through rectangular baniers shows that this alignment occurs when m,V, = rnhVh, giving 

V& - 9 for conditions in a typical InGaAsP quantum we118. me, mh, V, and V ,  are 



Electric Field (kVlcm) 

Figure A.1 The ratio of electronic (V,) to hole (Vh) banier heights giving equivalent 
field-assisted tunneling escape probabilities. as a function of electric field and total well 
depth (Ve + VI,). The data points have been obtained by writing the expressions for the 
tunneling probabilities at the conduction and valence bands and thrn solving iteratively 
for the bamier heights. The relationship plotted here corresponds to m, = 0.055m0, ml, = 
O.Srno and 10 nm thick barriers. 

respectively the CB and heavy hole VB effective masses and barrier heights. The 

situation under fieid corresponds to solving for the tunnel currents through field- 

distorted trapezoidal and triangular barriers 9. The ratio of CB to VB barrier heights, 

V f l l t ,  giving this equivalent tunnel current condition is plotted in Figure A.1 as a 

function of the electnc field and for a range of total quantum well depths. The V a h  



Hole Bariier Height (meV) 

Figure A.2 The influence of the finite barrier height on the red-shift of the fundamental 
hole level in a single 10 nm wide quantum well at 50 kV/cm. The computation has been 
perfonned using the variationai description of the quantumtonfined Stark effect 
developed by Bastard et al. (see Ref. 10). 

ratio at the balance condition decreases with applied field since the lower VB barrier is 

always first to diston into a triangle while the electronic barrier is still a trapezoid. For a 

triangular barrier, both the barrier width and average barrier height decrease with the 

field resulting in a rapid rise in the transmission probability. In the region above each 

curve, the field broadening is VB limited so that losses in quench resistance may be 

balanced by improvements in red-shift per unit field. In the region below, however, it is 

CB lirnited so that both quench resistance and red-shifting performances are 



comprornised. Therefore, optimal band alignments c m  occur only on a curve or in the 

region above it. 

This optimal configuration balancing red-shift versus quench resistance must be 

determined for each specific application. For example, optical modulators for fiber optic 

telecommunications are required to operate at very high frequencies (2 10 GHz). This 

places severe restrictions on the available drive voltage and consequently on the drive 

field. The redshift per unit drive field can be enhanced by appealing to low VB banier 

heights. As operation frequencies increase, the optimal baiance for this application may 

be expected to favor enhancements to the red-shift afforded by low VB barriers. In 

Figure A.2, an analysis based on the variational description of the red-shift in a finite 

well developed by Bastard et do demonstrates that the red-shift per unit field begins ro 

increase sharply for VB barriers lower than - 60  me^." After having chosen the VI3 

barrier to satisfy the dive field criterion, Figure A.1 then shows that the electronic 

barrier must be at least - 3 times higher than the hole barrier to ensure that premature de- 

localization of the electronic wavefunction with increasing field does not dominate the 

behavior. Otherwise, it will not be possible to extract the full potentiai of using the low 

VB barrier. It is worth noting that nearly d l  of the multi-quantum well stacks currently 

designed for use as high data rate optical modulators incorporate hole barriers that are far 

too high andor have band alignments with V ,  - 0.6 - 2.0. The hGaAs/InAlAs 

system of lattice-matched alloys on InP is reported to have a relatively favorable band 



alignment ( V .  - 2.5) but the very high (- 200 meV) hole barrier requires high drive 

fields to induce significant red-shifts. Systems of InGaAs(P)/InGaAsP alloys that are 

nearly lattice-matched to InP can have lower hole barriers but the electronic barriers are 

too low, giving only VJV,t - 1 .  Such structures are clearly sub-optimal. The available 

data on band alignrnents suggests that the strained InAsPhGaAsP and 

InGaAsluiAlGaAs systems on InP are more promising candidates for investigation. In 

conclusion, by making a judicious choice of the material compositions to give a 

favorable starting point and then fine-tuning the band alignment, it should be possible to 

achieve more efficient devices capable of operating at higher frequencies and with 

greater input optical intensities. 
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